SPRING RARE BOOK SALE

WEDNESDAY MARCH 11TH, 2020
Sold by the Irish Players at £100 towards a building to save Sir Hugh Lane’s Great Gift of Pictures for Ireland April 1913

Look up in the sun’s eye, and give what the exalted heart calls good. That some new day may breed the best, because you gave not what they would, but the right tug for an eagle’s nest.

Madam Connolly: There is the use of calling it a loan, when I know I never will see it again. It might as well earn me the value of a charity.
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2. Blennerhassett Leech (A.), Irish Riflemen in America. L. 1875. First Edn., frontis cold. pts. & fold. map Signed Presentation Copy, gilt decor. cloth; Meagher (Thos. Francis) Speeches on the Legislative Independence of Ireland, N.Y. 1870. port. fronts brown cloth. Both v. clean copies. (2) €100 - 150

3. Ex Libris Doneraile Court

4. Travel: Bugge (Thos.) Travels in the French Republic, trans. by J. Jones 1822. First English Edn., engd. frontis; Williams (Heleen Maria) A Tour in Switzerland, 2 vols. 12mo D. 1798. Map fronts (torn with loss), all cont. tree calf. (3) €100 - 150

5. Binding: Swift (Jonathan) The Tale of a Tub, Volume XI of the Author’s Works. ... The which is added, The Life ... Swift. 16mo D. (Geo. Faulkner) 1762. Engd. frontis & engd. plts., full cloth, gilt. (4) €120 - 160

6. Latrobe (B.H.) Characteristic Anecdotes, and Miscellaneous Authentic Papers. ... of Frederick II ... of Prussia, 12mo D. 1788 calf; Friendly Advice to my Poor Neighbours; in a Series of Cottage Tales and Dialogues, By a Member of the Church of England. 12mo L. 1829, hf. calf; The Young Lady’s Parental Monitor, 16mo L. 1790, engd. frontis, tree calf; Opie (Mrs.) The Warrior’s Return, and Other Poems, 12mo L. 1808. Second Edn., engd. frontis, attractive tooled gilt crimson mor. (4) €120 - 160

7. Welwood (James) Memoirs of the Most Material Transactions in England, for The Last Hundred Years. Sm. 8vo L. 1736, title inscribed ‘John Godfrey’ cont. calf; also 2 other volumes of Military interest, with fold. plans & pts. etc., calf. As a lot. (3) €100 - 150

8. [Swift (Jonathan)] Letters Written by Sir W. Temple, Bart. and other Ministers of State, both at Home and Abroad, 2 vols. sm. 8vo L. (for J. Tonson) 1700. First Edn. Published by Jonathan Swift. Engd. port. frontis rebound hf. calf, marble sides, spine raised bands & gilt decor., red & blue mor. labels. V. nice copy. (2) €250 - 350

9. With Coloured Plates: Francis (Francis) A Book of Angling, 8vo L. 1885. Engd. frontis & 15 engd. pls. include 6 fine hd. cold. pts., cloth. V. good copy. (1) €140 - 200

10. Travel: Stark (Archibald G.) The South of Ireland in 1850, being The Journal of a Tour in Leinster and Munster, D. 1850 First, illus. Sketches in Ireland: ... in the North and South, D. 1827. First, de Bovet (Mme) Three Month’s Tour in Ireland, L. 1891. First, illus. cloth; & 2 others. (5) €100 - 150


12. Webb (Wm.) An Analysis of the History and Antiquities of Ireland, ... of the Celtic Nations, D. 1791. First Edn., hf. title; [Campbell (Thos.)] A Philosophical Survey of the South of Ireland, 8vo L. 1777. First Edn., fronts & pts. tree calf; & 2 others, History of Limerick, & Westminster, with pts. As a lot. (4) €150 - 200

13. Travel: Gilly (W.S.) Narrative of an Excursion to the Mountains of Piedmont, 8vo L. 1825. Second, maps & illus. hf. calf; & 4 books of Irish Travel, Hole, Moore etc. (5) €80 - 120


16. Almanac: Watson (S.) The Gentleman’s and Citizen’s Almanac, English Registry. ... Wilson’s Dublin Directory, 12mo D. 1780, mor. backed marble boards; also ditto for 1827, full mor., as Almanacs, V. good. (2) €140 - 200

17. Wilde (Lady) Ancient Legends, Mystic Charms and Superstitions of Ireland. L. 1888, gilt decor. cloth; de Jubainville (H.D. ‘A.) The Irish Mythological Cycle, D. 1903. First, Rolleston (T.W.) Myths and Legends of the Celtic Race, L. 1912, & 1 other sim. (4) €100 - 150


19. Co. Kilkenny: Healey (Rev. Wm.) History and Antiquities of Kilkenny (County and City), Vol. I [All Published] 8vo Kilkenny (P.M. Egan) [1893] First Edn., illus. sepias pts. orig. cloth; gilt; also Burkhael - The Members of Parliament for the County, City, and Boroughs of Kilkenny; 8vo lacks t.p. & Spp prelims., orig. cloth. Good. (2) €150 - 200


21. Medical: Bartolini (Thomas) Analecta Ex Omnia Vetuserrimae Observationsibus... Leyden (Hackiana) 1673 - 1674, First Edn. Thud. add. engd. title, wd. cut device on title, engd. port. after Dittmer, 13 engd. pts. (11 fold.) & numerous engd. text illus. mostly full page, in cont. full calf, raised bands, lacks label, each cover stamped with gilt armorial. V. good copy. (1) €375 - 500

22. Dwyer (Rev. P.) The Diocese of Killala, 8vo D. 1878 First Edn., fronts, fold. map, pts. orig. decor. brown cloth; Dowd (James) Round About The County of Limerick, 8vo Limerick 1896, First Edn. fold. map, & pts. etc., orig. cloth. Good. (2) €100 - 150

23. Hamilton (Hugh) An Attempt to prove the Existence and Absolute Perfection of the Supreme Unoriginated Being, in a Demonstrative Manner, 8vo D. 1784. First Edn., Lacks front loose blank, otherwise v. good in orig. full calf. (1) * The author was later Bishop of Ossory. €200 - 300


26. Travel: Head (Sir F.B.) A Fortnight in Ireland, 8vo L. 1798, First Edn., fold. map, & 5 fold. map; & Tenant, &c. Throughout Ireland, single vol. L. 1838, 2 fold. maps, cloth. (3) €120 - 170

27. Travel: Head (Sir F.B.) A Fortnight in Ireland, L. 1852. First, fold. map, hf. mor.; [Gough (J.J.)] A Tour in Ireland, in 1813 & 1814, 8vo D. N.d. First, uncut, wrappers; Ingalls (H.D.) A Journey throughout Ireland, single vol. L. 1838, 2 fold. maps, cloth. (3) €120 - 170

Ferrar (John) \(\leq\) A View of Ancient and Modern
Dublin... to which is added A Tour to Bellevue, in
the County of Wicklow,... 8vo D. 1796. 1st Edn.,
engd. frontis.list of subs., 2 engd. dedits & 7
plts. cont. calf. V. clean copy. (1) €275 - 350

In Fine Binding
Bellev & Co.: People of Ireland; History of The
Great National Banquet, Given to the Victorious
Soldiers returned from the Crimean War and
Stationed in Irish Garrisons by the People of
Ireland in the City of Dublin, October 22, 1856.
8vo D. (A. Thom. & Sons) 1858. Sole Edn., a.e.g.,
in full crimson mor. lg. tooled gilt borders,
with shamrock corner decorations, and decor.
central panels, Irish wolfhound, harp etc., by G.
Bellev, Bookbinder, Dublin. stamped. V. good.
Rare. (1) €400 - 600

Cork Printing: Wood (Thos.) An Inquiry
concerning The Primitive Inhabitants of Ireland,
8vo Cork (Edwards & Savage) 1821. 1st Edn., fold.
map (repaired) list of subs., cont. hf. mor.
tooled gilt spine. Good. (1) €120 - 170

Hardiman (James) Irish Minstrelsy, 2 vols. 8vo
L. 1831. First Edn., 2 hf. titles, 1 engd.
port. frontis cont. cloth. V. good. (2) €160 - 220

Donn (James) Hortus Cantabrigiensis, or, A
Catalogue of Plants Indigenous and Exotic. Sm.
8vo Cambridge 1811, Sixth, hf. calf; Faulkner
(Thos.) The Historical and Topographical
Description of Chelsea and its Environs, 2 vols.
Chelsea 1829, engd. pls. some hd. cold., fold.
maps & wd. cut illus., hf. calf, spines dam.;
Wraxall (Wm.) Memoirs of the Courts of Berlin ...
and Vienna, 2 vols. L. 1806, hf. calf. (5)
€100 - 150

Lawson (John) Lectures concerning Oratory,
Delivered in Trinity College, Dublin. 8vo D.
1760. Third cont. hf. calf, tooled gilt spine;
Price (Uvedale) An Essay on the Picturesque.
€150 - 200

Sheridan (Chas. Francis) A History of the late
Revolution in Sweden, 8vo D. 1778 First Edn.,
cont. mottled calf, mor. label. Good. (1)
€80 - 120

Dunham (Wm. Hamilton) Ancient Irish
History, 8vo D. 1852. First Edn., Inscribed Pres.
Copy, orig. cloth; Crofton Croker (Thos.) The
Popular Songs of Ireland, sm. 8vo L. 1839. 1st
Edn., cont. hf. mor.; Mangan (James Clarence)
Anthologia Germannica; or, A Garland from the
German Poets; 2 vols. 12mo D. n.d. (1.1884),
orig. cloth; Gore-Booth (Eva) The House of
Three Windows, L. 1926. First, port. frontis
cloth backed boards; 4 others on Irish poetry. (8)
€150 - 220

Provincial Printings
Northern Ireland interest: Lawless
(John) The Belfast Politics Enlarged. Being a
Compendium of the Political History of Ireland,
for the last Forty Years. 8vo Belfast (D. Lyons)
1818. First, cont. hf. mor.; Voltaire - La Life of
Charles XII King of Sweden... 8vo Newry (Alex
Wilkinson) 1815. mor. backed boards. (2)
€120 - 180

Pamphlets etc: The Speech of Lord Minto in
the House of Peers April 11, 1799... respecting A
Union Between Great Britain and Ireland, 8vo D.
1799. First Edn., 135pp boards; Speech of the Rt.
Hon. William Pitt, in the House of Commons, Jan.
31, 1799. on, Resolutions... he proposed as the
Basis of a Union between Great Britain and Ireland,
8vo L. 1799, (96)pp, wrappers; Jebb (Lt. Col.)
Practical Treatise on... Outposts, Villages, Houses,
Bridges etc., 8vo L. 1853, frontis & 15pls. (1
leaf lacking), hf. calf; H.H.S. - Edigna being
A Collection of Some of the Sayings of Edward
Edge, Sm. 4to Allassio 1899. Orig. photos etc.,
some ms/s notes, cloth. As a lot, w.a.f. (4)
€100 - 150

Yelverton - The Yelverton Marriage Case,
Thelwell V. Yelverton, c. 1864. The Unabridged
Edition, frontis & illus., & with 20pp containing
numerous cont. news cuttings; bound with
Dickson (Lothian Sheffield) Why He Did it; or, the True Reasons for
the Displacement of an Old Officer at the Instance of
The Earl of Wilton, By Maj. Gen. Peel M.P. Sec.
for War. 8vo L. 1861. Some cont. news cuttings,
bound as one in cont. hf. calf; also Martin (R.
Montgomery) Ireland Before and After the
Union with Great Britain, 8vo L. 1843. First Edn.,
errata slip, cont. hf. mor. (2)
€150 - 200

Stone (J. Harris) Connemara and the
Nearbying Spots of Beauty and Interest, L.
1906. First Edn., illus. thro-out, cloth: [Shirley]
Lough Fea, 4to London 1869. Privately Printed.
Second Edn., cloth. (2)
€80 - 120

Carleton (Wm.) Traits and Stories of The Irish
titles, port. & others, frontis engd. pls. thro-
out orig. cloth; [Lever (Chas.)] Charles O'Malley,
The Irish Dragoon, 2 vols. in one 8vo D. 1841.
First Edn., 2 add. titles, 2 frontis & pts. cont. hf.
calf, tooled gilt spine. Good. (3)
€120 - 170

Dublin Printings: Boswell (James) The Life
of Samuel Johnson, L.L.D., 3 vols. 8vo D. 1792,
mottled calf, mor. labels; The Spectator, 2 vols.
roy 8vo D. 1805, cont. tree calf.mor. labels. (5)
€120 - 170

Smith (Chas.) The Ancient and Present State of
The County and City of Cork, 2 vols. L. 1861.
First Edn., map frontis Vol. I, list of subs., orig. cloth. Good. (4)
€150 - 200

Harris (Watir) The History and Antiquities of
the City of Dublin, 8vo D. 1766. First Edn., fold.
map of Dublin ( torn with loss), fold. table, & 13
fold. pls., orig. calf, worn. (1)
€180 - 240

1798: Maxwell (W.H.) History of the Irish
Rebellion in 1798, 8vo L. 1845. First Edn., Engd.
port. frontis & pts. after Cruikshank, cont. tan
calf, tooled gilt spine. V. attractive copy. (1)
€100 - 150

Inscribed by John Kearney
Robertson (Wm.) The History of America, 3
vols. 8vo D. 1777. First Dublin Edn., port. frontis
& fold. plts. cont. calf. Williams (Helen Maria)
The Political and Confidential Correspondence of
Louis the Sixteenth. 3 vols. L. 1803. cont.
mottled calf, all good. (6)
* John Kearney was later Bishop of Ossory, &
the American Past President Barack Obama
was a distant relation. €200 - 300

Martyn (Thos.) Led. Letters on the Elements of
Botany, addressed to a Lady by the Celebrated
J.J. Rousseau. 8vo L. 1794. Fourth, fold. table,
hf. mor; [Jackson (Maria Eliz.)] Botanical
Dialogues between Hortansia and Her Four
Children, Charles, Harriet, Juliette and Henry.
Designed for the Use of Schools. By a Lady. 8vo
L. 1797. 11 engd. pls. cont. hf. calf. Both good.
(2)
€160 - 220

I.A.S.; Crosthwaite (J.C.) Led. The Book of Obits
and Martyrology of the Cathedral Church of
the Holy Trinity... Christ Church, Dublin, 4to D.
1844; Todd (J.H.)led. The Irish Version of the
Histonia Bifornum of Nennius, 4to D. 1848.
Butler (Rev. R.)led. The Annals of Ireland, By
Clyn and Dowlow 4to D. 1849; also Jacoby Grace,
Kilkenniensis Annales Hibemiae, 4to L. 1842. L.S.
thro-out, all uniform cloth. Good. (4)
€100 - 150

With Fine Coloured Litho Plates
Lydon (A.F.) English Lake Scenery, sm. folio
L. 1880, add. cold. title, & 24 cold. pts., a.e.g., fine
attractive decor. cold. crimson cloth. (1)
€100 - 150

Dunn (Joseph) The Ancient Irish Epic Tale Táin
cloth; Hutton (Mary A.) The Táin, illus. By
Seagham mac Cathmhaoil, thick 4to D. (Telbot
Press) 1924, attractive bl. & white illus., Celtic
decor. cloth. V. good. (2)
€120 - 170

Macalaster (R.A.S.) Ireland in Pre-Celtic Times,
sm. folio D. 1921. First Edn., also Tora A Pagan
Sanctuary of Ancient Ireland, 8vo L. 1931.
First Edn.; Coffey (G.) New Grange, D. 1912; also
Guide to the Celtic Antiquities... in the National
Museum, D. 1909; MacNeill (Eoin) Celtic
Ireland, D. 1921, all cloth. Good. (5)
€100 - 150
52  
Joyce (P.W.) | A Social History of Ancient Ireland, 2 vols. L. 1903. First Edn., illus.; also Old Irish Folk Music and Songs, roy 8vo D. 1909. First Edn., orig. gilt decor. Celtic cloth; & Short History of Ireland, L. 1904, cloth. All good. (4) | €140 - 200

53  
Royal Irish Academy: Wilde (W.R.) | Catalogue of The Antiquities of Stone, Earthen, and Vegetable Materials... Animal Materials and Bronze., Gold, 3 vols. roy 8vo D. 1857, 1861, & 1862. First Edns., text illus. etc. original cloth backed pdt. boards. Good. (3) | €100 - 150
* An original photograph of a house where Wilde was born in Castlerhea, Co. Roscommon, tipped in second volume.

54  
Knox (Hubert Thos.) | Notes on the Early History of the Diocese of Tuam, Killala and Achonry, 8vo D. 1904. First Edn., lg. fold. cold. map, orig. cloth; Burke (V. Rev. F.) | Loch Ce and its Annals, roy 8vo L. 1867. First Edn., 2 cold. map frontis, orig. cloth. Both v. good. (2) | €200 - 300

55  

56  
Cusack (M.F.) | A History of the Kingdom of Kerry, thick 8vo L. 1871. First Edn., cold. map frontis, orig. cloth, & cold. decor. cloth. Both v. good. (2) | €100 - 150
Provenance: The late Mrs. Valerie Barry, Kerry Historian €120 - 170

57  
Co. Kerry Map: Griffith (R.) | Index to the Townland Survey of the County of Kerry, lg. folding linen backed map, full cont. hd. colouring. D. c. 1838, in cloth folder and slip case. V. good. As a map. (1) | €250 - 350
Provenance: The late Mrs. Valerie Barry, Kerry Historian. €120 - 150

58  
Engraved Plates: Cromwell (Thos.) | Excursions through Ireland, Province of Leinster, 2 vols. in one, roy 8vo L. 1820, numerous engd. pts., uncut, cont. hf. mor. As a coll. of pts. (1) | €120 - 180

59  
Only 50 Copies  
Grace (Sheffield) | An Ancient Feudal War Song Entitled Grasagh Aboe (The Cause of the Graces) roy 8vo L. 1839. Privately Printed 50 Copies. Only, engd. pts. ports. coats of arms etc., later cloth. Scarce. (1) | €180 - 250

60  
Caulfield (Richard) | The Council Book of the Corporation of Youghal, thick sq. 8vo Guildford 1878. First Edns., fold. map; also 9 pts. & text illus., orig. cloth; Cole (Rev. J.H.) | Church and Parish Records of the United Diocese of Cork, Cloyne and Ross, 8vo Cork 1903. First Edn. port. frontis, cloth. (2) | €100 - 150

61  

62  
Browne (Thos.) | Pseudosaxia Epidemica: or, Enquiries into Very many Tenants and commonly presumed Truths, Folio Lond. 1646. First Edn. Appro. leaf at front, text within lined borders, cont. full calf, gilt ruled panels. Good. (1) | €100 - 150

63  
Fine Binding: Treasures of Early Irish Art, sm. folio N.Y. 1977. Fine cold. illus. thr-o-out, in full green skin, single fillet borders, with overlaid Celtic decoration at corners in red mor., executed by Paddy Kavanagh, Bookbinder, Museum Book Bindings, Dublin. Rare. (1) | €250 - 350

64  

65  
From the Library of T.J. Westropp  
Palimpsests: A large volume containing approx. 24 varied offprints and palimpsests of archaeological interest, many signed presentation copies, form Irish & English authors include. H.T. Knox, Kuno Meyer, T. Davies Price, St. John Price, James Grone Barry, Rob. Monro, L.P. Gogan, Laurence Alma Tadema & others, in orig. green cloth, bound by Westropp? As a coll., w.a.f. All Scarce. (1) | €250 - 350

66  
Bennett (Douglas) | Irish Georgian Silver, lg. 4to L. 1972, and Collecting Irish Silver, sm. 4to L. 1984. Both First Edns., & 4 others on Silver. (6) | €120 - 180

67  
Complete with all the Plates  

68  
Mitchel (Flora H.) | Vanishing Dublin, lg. 4to D. 1966. First Edn., 50 cold. pts., cloth & pict. d.w. V. good. (1) | €80 - 120

69  
Champneys (A.C.) | Irish Ecclesiastical Architecture, folio L. 1910; MacAlister (R.A.S.) | Muiredach Abbots of Monasterboice 890 - 923 A.D. His Life and Surroundings, lg. folio D. 1914; Crawford (H.S.) | Carved Ornament From Irish Monuments, folio D. 1926, all illus. V. good. (3) | €150 - 200

70  
Neill (Ken) | An Archaeological Survey of County Armagh, thick lg. 4to Belfast 2009. Illus. thr-o-out, d.w. (1) | €40 - 60

71  

72  
Travel: Japan | Caron (F.) & Scousten (Joost) | A Tract Description of the Mighty Kingdoms of Japan and Siam, lg. 4to L. (The Argonaut Press) 1935. Ed. by C.R. Boxer, Lim. Edn. No. 266 of 475 Copies. port. fronts fold. & other pts. maps, uncut, & unopened, orig. vellum backed boards; Mempes (Mortimer & D.) | A Record in Colour, 4to L. 1901. Signed Lim. Edn. No. 272 of 600 Copies, fine cold. pts. orig. gilt & cold. decor. cloth. Both v. good. (2) | €140 - 200

73  
Mitchel (Flora H.) | Vanishing Dublin, lg. 4to D. 1966. First Edn., 50 fine cold. full page pts., cloth & orig. illus. d.w. V. good copy. (1) | €200 - 300

74  

75  
Thompson (Wm.) | The Natural History of Ireland, 4 vols. 8vo L. 1849. First Edn., 1 engd. port. frontis, orig. cloth, some spines worn. (4) | €200 - 300

76  

77  

78  
O’Kane Murray (John) | The Prose and Poetry of Ireland, N.Y. 1878. Port frontis., & bd. title, recent cloth; Dunn (Joseph) | The Ancient Epic Irish Tale Tain Bo Cuailnge, roy 8vo L. 1914. First Edn., recent cloth; Morley (J.) | Edmund Burke & A Historical Study, L. 1867, cloth. (3) | €70 - 120

79  
Todd (James Henthorn) | The War of the Goodehill with the Gaill, roy 8vo L. 1867. First Edn., 2 cold. litho pts., orig. mor. backed boards, very good; also Mac Airt (Sean) | The Annals of Inisfallen, D. 1857, cloth. (3) | €80 - 120

All contents and images are subject to copyright
80 Pardoe (J.) & Bartlett (W.H.) *The Beauties of the Bosphorus... of Constantinople and its Environments*, lg. 4to. l.n.d. 2 engd. ports., add. engd. title, 84 engd. pls. & a map full gilt mor.; & a large scrapbook of engravings, cold. etc. As a coll of pls. (2) €150 - 200
82 Barrington (Jonah) *Historic Memoirs of Ireland, and... The Union*, 2 vols. lg. 4to L. 1833. Second Edn., 42 engd. ports., cloth; *Ware (James) The Antiquities and History of Ireland*, folio L. 1705. Port. frontis., red & bl. title, map & plts., hf. calf, worn. As a lot. (3) €130 - 180
83 With Map of Ireland Camden (Wm.) *Britannia - Ireland and The Smaller Islands in the British Ocean*, Folio L. c. 1610 (Section pp. 55 - 200), fold. dbl. page map *Hiberniae Ireland Anglis Yverdon...* later cloth backed boards. As is. (1) €150 - 200
85 A Spiritu Sancti (Antonio) *Carmelitae Dissolaci... Consulta Vana, Theologica. Juridica et Regularia...* Folio Venice (Nicolaum Pezzana) 1697. Hf. title. cont. full blind tooled calf; Pignatelli (D. Jacob) *Compendium seu Index ad Consultationes Canonicas*, 2 vols. folio Venice 1733. One hf. title, 2 titles (one in red & black), cont. full sheep. All v. good. (3) €100 - 150
86 Signed by W.B. Yeats *Yeats (W.B.) The Trembling of the Veil*, 8vo, L. (T. Werner Laurie Ltd.) 1922, Signed Ltd. Edn., 706 (1000) copies, uncut, paper backed boards, d.j. Clean copy. (1) €500 / 700
87 Signed Limited Edition Blackshaw - Mallie (Eamon) *Blackshaw*, lg. 4to Belfast 2003. Lim. Edn. No. 247, Signed by Editor, cold. illus. thro-out, cloth, d.w. & slipcase. (1) €100 - 150
88 Seward (Wm. Wenman) *Topographia Hibernica or The Topography of Ireland*, 4to D. (Alex Stewart) 1795, First, dedit, lacks fold map., fold. plt. present, uncut contemporary hf. calf, marble boards. (1) Ex. Libris: Thomas Browning. €100 - 150
89 Harrison (Walter) *A New and Universal Description and Survey of the Cities of London and Westminster the Borough of Southwark and Parts Adjacent...,* folio L. (J. Cooke) [1776], First engd. frontis, dedit & list of subs at back, 100 pls., plans & maps (some fold.), contemporary full tree calf, raised bands, mor. label. (1) €100 - 150
94 A Group of approx. 35 Republican Pamphlets: *Volume Two*, a volume of approx. 20 sermons, c. 1788 - 1860 mostly printed London, but also Market-Drayton, Coleshill, Wem, Warwick, Perth etc., cont. hf. mor. & *Volume Three, Ryle (J.C.) Tracts*, a bound volume containing c. 34 items, c. 1850, hf. calf. As a collection of pamphlets, w.a.f. (3) €200 - 300
95 Signed in Both Irish & English Higgins (F.R.) *The Dark Breed*, 8vo L. (MacMillan & Co.) 1927, First, Signed in Irish on f.ep., and again on hf. title,blue cloth with gilt text. Clean Copy. (1) €80 - 120
98A Sheridan (Thomas) *Lectures on the Part of Reading*, 12mo D. 1775. First Dublin Edition Printed by Assignment from the Author for Samuel Whyte; Bound with Modern Education; 12mo D. 1775 D. 1775, cont. full calf. (1) * Albert Maxwell’s copy, variously inscribed by him, and inscribed on cover. €200 - 300
101 Republican Pamphlets: A Group of approx. 35 varied pamphlets and booklets of early 20th Century Irish Republican interest, by Pearse, Mac Swiney, De Valera, James Connolly, etc. Some scarce items. As a lot. (1) €200 - 300
102 1798: Taylor (George) *A History of the Rise, Progress and Suppression of the Rebellion in the County of Wexford, D. 1829, cloth; O’Brien (R. Barry) The Autobiography of Theobald Wolfe Tone 1763 - 1798, 2 vols. in one, 8vo D. n.d., illus., cloth & other sim. A lot. (1) €130 - 180

IMPERFECTIONS NOT STATED
126 Grimbie (Augustus) *The Salmon River of Ireland, roy 8vo L. 1913.* Fold. map frontis & 1 other, photo illus., orig. cloth, gilt. (1) €100 - 150

127 Gregory (Lady A.) *The Golden Apple, A Play for Kiltartan Children, 4to L. 1916.* First Edn., 8 cold. illus. by Margaret Gregory, orig. decor. cloth (stains); also *The Story Brought by Brigit: A Passion Play.*, by Lady Gregory. 8vo L. 1924. First Edn., orig. cloth. (2) €100 - 150

128 Bewick (Thomas) *A History of British Birds,* 2 vols. 8vo Newcastle 1832. Vignette titles & wd. cut illus. thro-out, cont. hf. mor. V. clean copy. (2) €100 - 150

129 Dutton (Hely) *Statistical Survey of the County of Clare, with Observations. ... By Directions of The Dublin Society,* 8vo D. 1808. First Edn., fold. map of County (loose), L.S. on title, & 3 in text, recent hf. mor. marble sides, gilt spine. Good. (1) €220 - 320


131 Waterford: A Hunting Journal of Henry Third Marquess of Waterford, from the date of his taking the Tipperary Hounds in 1840, to April 1849. 8vo D. 1901. *Sole Edn.* port. frontis & other illus. orig. cloth, good. Scarce. (1) €140 - 200

132 Travel: Noel (Baptist W.) Notes on a Short Tour through the Midland Counties of Ireland, in the Summer of 1836. L. 1837. First Edn., fold. hd. cold. map, attractive hf. mor. gilt; *Gamble (J.J.) Sketches of History, Politics and Manners taken in Dublin and the North of Ireland in the Autumn of 1810. L. 1811.* First Edn., cont. hf. mor. Both good. (2) €160 - 240

133 Fraser (Robert) General View of the Agriculture and Mineralogy, Present State and Circumstances of the County of Wicklow, with Observations... for the Consideration of The Dublin Society., 8vo D. 1801. First Edn., cont. calf, cracked joints; *Rawson (T.James) Statistical Survey of the County of Kildare, with Observations.* by Direction of The Dublin Society, 8vo D. 1807. First Edn., errata leaf, 2 pts., recent full cloth. Both lack County maps. V. clean copies. (2) €280 - 350


136 Franklin (R.) - The Complete Works in Philosophy, Politics, and Morals of the late Dr. Benjamin Franklin... 3 vols. 8vo L. (For J. Johnson & Co.) n.d. *Second Edn.* port. frontis Vol. I, 3 engd. add. titles, & 13 engd. plts. (some fold.) plus fold. table, cont. sprinkled calf, tooled gilt spines mor. labels. V. good set. (3) €300 - 400

137 Webb (Wm.) An Analysis of the History and Antiquities of Ireland, Prior to the Fifth Century. 8vo D. 1791. First Edn., cont. mottled calf, dble gilt fillet borders, spine profusely gilt, mor. label. B.P. of Frances Mary Richardson Currer. (1) €120 - 170


140 Atlas: Scale (Bernard) An Hibernian Atlas; or *Atlas: Scale (Bernard) An Hibernian Atlas; or General Description of the Kingdom of Ireland. 4to L. 1776.* First Edn., engd. title, dedit index etc., together with 36 hd. cold. engd. maps, & engd. plts. (some fold.) & other minor stains thro-out, 1 page torn & repaired no loss of text, hf. calf. Scarce. (1) €700 - 900

141 Kerry Interest: A collection of approx. 24 varied books, booklets, & pamphlets of Kerry historical & topographical interest, mostly modern volumes. As a coll., w.a.f. A lot. (6) €120 - 180

142 Bouger (D. Chas.) *The Battle of the Boyne,* roy 8vo L. 1911. First Edn., illus.; *Dwyer (Rev. P.) The Siege of Derry in 1689,* 4to L. 1849. First Edn., illus.; *Graham (J.) Ireland Preserves; or The Siege of Londonderry and Battle of Aughrim,* sm. 8vo D. 1844, illus., all cloth. (3) €100 - 150


145 White (John) *An Essay on the Indigenous Grasses of Ireland,* roy 8vo D. 1808. First Edn., list of subscribers, 2 lg. fold. hd. cold. pls., first few leaves with damp stain, uncut, orig. cloth backed boards. Scarce. (1) €150 - 200

146 Monteith (Robert) A New and Easy System of Draining and Reclaiming The Bogs and Marshes of Ireland, with plans for improving waste lands in general. 8vo Edn. 1829. First Edn., 3 engd. pls., unct, cloth backed boards, frontis & upper cover loose. (1) €120 - 170

147 Molyneux (Thomas) A Natural History of Ireland, 4to D. (Geo. Grierson) 1723. 10 lg. engd. pls. (mostly fold.), cont. hf. calf. * Bookplate and stamp of Tho Burgh (Oldtown, Naas), (1) €200 - 300

148 With Hand-Coloured Maps

Bindings: *Hall (Mr. & Mrs. S.C.) Ireland: its Scenery, Character, etc., 3 vols. roy 8vo L. n.d. New Edn., with hd. cold. maps, & engd. pls. (2 lacking) a.e.g., full green mor. lg. gilt tooled borders, spines gilt tooled in panels. (3) €200 - 300


150 Haverty (Martin) *The History of Ireland, Ancient and Modern,* thick roy 8vo D. 1860; O’Callaghan (J. Corn.) History of the Irish Brigades in the Service of France, roy 8vo Glasgow 1886. *Both First Edns,* both, cont. hf. mor. mor. labels. Good. (2) €150 - 200

151 [Thackery (Wm. Makepeace)] The Newcomes, Memoirs of Most Respectable Family. 2 vols. roy 8vo L. 1854. First Edn., 2 engd. add. titles, & 2 frontis, & 44 engd. pls. plus text illus., cont. hf. crimson mor. mor. labels, also Vanity Fair L. 1848. First Edn., plts. etc., and *The History of Pendennis,* 2 vols. in one, 8vo L. 1849. First Edn., engd. pts. etc., both cont. hf. calf, mor. labels; All v. good. (4) €160 - 220

153

154
Quakers: Leadbeater (Mary). Memoirs and Letters of Richard and Elizabeth Shackleton late Quakers: Leadbeater (Mary) ed. 154
engd. map frontis, orig. cloth. (4) €120 - 180

155

156
Burke (Sir B.) A Genealogical and Heraldic History of the Landed Gentry of Great Britain & Ireland, 2 vols. thick sm. folio L. 1886. Seventh, recent re-case, orig. cloth. V. good. (2) €120 - 180

157

158
Barton (Richard) Lectures in Natural Philosophy, ... Lough Neagh in Ireland; ... Natural History of Several Counties contiguous to that Lake, Particularly The County of Armagh, 4to D. 1751. First Edn., engd. frontis 8pp. List of Subs., & 6 engd. pts. some fold, later calf backed boards. (1) €220 - 350

159
Geology: Weaver (Thomas) Memoir on the Geological Relations of the East of Ireland, 4to L. c. 1818, 1835 etc. A Collection of Papers, some author pres. copies, 2 hd. coll’d. maps & plans (1 fold), & 9 other fold. pts. etc. (some with tears), hf. mor. worn. As is. (1) €150 - 200

160
Ledwich (Edw.) Antiquities of Ireland, 4to D. 1803. Second Edn., add. engd. title, list of subs., 40 engd. pts. cont. tree calf, worn. (1) €140 - 200

161
Colby (Col.) Ordnance Survey of the County of Londonderry, Vol. I [All Pub.] 4to D. 1837, plates, maps, plans, cloth; Young (R.M.) The Town Book of the Corporation of Belfast 1813 - 1816, roy 8vo Belfast 1892, illus. buckram; Stuart (J.) Historical Memoirs of the City of Armagh, D. 1900, illus. cloth. (3) €140 - 200

162
Caulfield (Rich.) The Council Book of the Corporation of the City of Cork, thick 4to Guildford 1876. First Edn., unopened, orig. cloth; Cusack (M.F.) A History of the City and County of Cork, roy 8vo D. & Cork 1875. First Edn., frontis & pts., orig. decor. cloth. (2) €160 - 220

163
With Hand-Coloured Maps Hall (Mr. & Mrs. S.C.) Ireland, its Scenery Character etc., 3 vols. sm. folio l. n.d. [c. 1842], engd. titles, fine hd. coll’d. maps, engd. pts. & text illus., all v. clean, cont. straight-grained purple mor. mor. labels & gilt. (3) €220 - 320

164

165
Hardiman (James) The History of the Town and County of Galway, 4to D. 1820. First Edn., fold. frontis (stained) other engd. maps & pts. later cloth; Weld (Isaac) Illustrations of the Scenery of Killarney, ... 4to L. 1807. First Edn., title & 19 pts. maps etc. complete, cont. hf. mor. As a lot. (2) €100 - 150

166

167
Bolton (Sir R.) A Justice of Peace for Ireland, ed. by M. Travers. Lg. 4to D. 1750, Approb. leaf at front; also Bullingbrooke (Ed.) An Abridgement of the Public Statutes of Ireland, 2 vols. in one, lg. 4to D. (Boulter Grierston) 1768, cont. uniform full calf, blind tooled decor. border. (2) €120 - 180

168
Engraved Views; Tombleson - Upper Rhine, 8vo L.n.d. Engd. title & 69 engd. views, all v. clean; also Stanfield (Clarkson) Coast Scenery, A Series of Views in the British Channel, roy 8vo L. 1836. Engd. add. title, vignette title & 38 engd. pts. (clean); both cont. hf. mor. (2) €100 - 150

169

170

171

172
Engraved Plates: Wright (G.N.) Ireland illustrated, 4to L. 1832, addd. engd. pts.; also Weld (Isaac) Illustrations of the Scenery of Killarney, 4to L. 1807. engd. title, & engd. pts., as a lot, w.a.f. (2) €80 - 120

173

174

175

176

177
[Harris] Ware: The Antiquities and History of Ireland, By the Rt. Hon. Sir James Ware, Knt., Folio L. 1705 First Edn. Thus, engd. port. fronts, red & ro. title, Map of Ireland, & 4 pts. (one plan of Loch Derg) cont. panel calf, tooled gilt spine, mor. label. Good. (1) €140 - 200

178
Crime in Ireland: Report from the Select Committee of the House of Lords Appointed to enquire into The State of Ireland in Respect of Crime... with The Minutes of Evidence... and An Appendix and Index. 4 vols. folio L. 1839. First Edn., cont. hf. mor. tooled gilt spines, tops of two spines dam. Scarce. (4) €180 - 250

179

181 With Attractive Coloured Plates Walsh (Wendy) A Lifetime in Painting A Memoir from Notes made by Author and in Conversation with Nick Wilkinson, Lg. 4to D. 2007, First Edn., cloth & d.w.; also Thomas Ryan Dublin and Thereabouts, oblong folio (Gandon) 2011, First, illus. thro-out, pict. d.w. (2) €125 - 175

182 Rothenstein (Wm.) Twelve Portraits, lg. folio L. 1929, First Edn., 12 ports. include Geo. Bern. Shaw, etc. cloth & d.w. (torn) (1) €70 - 100

183 Reprint: Johnson (Samuel) A Dictionary of the English Language, 2 vols. lg. folio Librariae de Liban, 1786, full cloth, gilt. (2) €70 - 100

184 Napoleon & France: Flammorani (E.) Editor - Napoleon 1812 - 1912, Texte tire de La Campagne de Russie 1812, Par le Gen. Comte P. de Segul. Large sq. folio Paris n.d. [c.1913], Fine cold. & other mtd. pls. uncut, unopened, orig. pict. wrappers, gilt; Bourgeois (Emile) The Century of Louis XIV, Its Arts - its Ideas, folio L. 1895. Trans. by Mrs. Cashel Hoey, profusely illustrated, a.e.g., gilt decor. cloth; de Goncourt (E. & J.) A History of Modern Ideas, folio L. 1895. Trans. by Mrs. Cashel Hoey, profusely illustrated, a.e.g., gilt decor. cloth; de Goncourt (E. & J.) Madame de Pompadour, 4to Paris 1888, illus. & pls. thro-out, a.e.g., gilt decor. mor. backed cloth, fine. Good. Lot. (3) €70 - 100

185 Box: Printing Related: An interesting collection of varied material on printing, journalism and related material, some catalogues, sample books etc. As a coll., w.a.f. (1) €70 - 100

186 Willis (Rev. R.) The Architectural History of Chichester Cathedral, Fossgrove Priory Shoreham Collegiate Church, Lg. 4to Chichester 1861, 3 hd. cold. frontis plans & numerous other full page pls., text illust. etc., orig. cloth. V. good. (1) €80 - 120


188 Jesuits: Constitutiones Societatis Jesu Latinae et Hispanceae Cum Eorum Declarationibus, folio Matritii 1892, title & text within red lined border, later hf. mor. (1) €50 - 80


190 Box: Byrne (Dom) Messer Marco Polo, L. (1921), cold. illus. etc.; Ireland The Rock Whence I was Hewn, L. n.d. illus. d.w.; Crusade, L. 1928. First Edn., d.w.; Macaque (Thurston) Donne Byrne Bard of Armagh, L. 1929. First Edn., illus. cloth & d.w. (torn); & 15 other works by Donne Byrne. As a lot. (1) €150 - 200


193 Box: Swift interest - Leslie (Shane) The Mind and Conversation with Nick Wilkinson, Memoir from Notes made by Author and in A Lifetime in Painting, L. 1928, First, d.w.; & others as a lot, some scarce. As a box lot, w.a.f. (1) €160 - 240

194 Box: Dublin & Irish Travel Interest, over 30 items, some scarce. As a lot, w.a.f. (1) €120 - 180

195 Box: General English Interest: Dickens (Chas.) Master Humphrey’s Clock, 3 vols. 1st L. 1840. First Edn., illus. thro-out, cont. hf. mor. and approx. 46 others, include: a coll. of works by Anthony Hope, as a box, w.a.f. (1) €70 - 100

196 Box: English Literature, Works by J. Conrad, E. Powys Mathers, A. Huxley, Compton Mackenzie, G.K. Chesterton, H. Walpole, W.B. Tristes, J. Drinkwater, D.H. Lawrence, etc. works of fiction, poetry, etc., mostly 1st Edns., some signed and limited editions, approx. 31 vols., as a box lot. (1) €100 - 150

197 Periodical: O’Folain (S.), O’Donnell (P.) eds., etc., The Bell, Vol. II, No. 2 - Vol. XV NO. 5, together approx. 76 issues (not complete), some duplication, all orig. wrappers. As a periodicals, w.a.f. (1) €100 - 150

198 Box: Irish interest, mostly hard backs, approx. 25 vols. of Republican interest, biography etc. plus some paperbacks etc. As a lot, w.a.f. (1) €100 - 150

199 Box: Irish Literature: Wilde (Oscar) De Profundis, 8vo L. 1905. First Edn., blue cloth; O’Connor (Frank) The Saint and Mary Kate, L. 1932. First, with d.w.; O’Donnell (Peadar) The Gates Flew Open, L. 1932, First, d.w.; Stephens (James) Etched in Moonlight, L. 1928, First, d.w.; Behan (B.) The Scaperler, L. 1966, d.w.; & others by the same authors; together with others simil., together approx. 20 items. As a box lot. (1) €120 - 170

200 Scotland Yard, etc: A group of 9 volumes, related, including, Lansdowne (A.) Life’s Reminiscences of Scotland Yard, L. n.d.; Sweeney (John) A Scotland Yard - Being the Experiences during Twenty-Seven Years Service, Ed. by F. Richards, L. 1904 First Edn., Thomson (Sir B.) The Story of Scotland Yard, L. 1935; Galton (F.) Finger Prints, L. 1892, illus. ex. libris copy; & others as a lot, some in cloth box mounted with Victorian Crown coins. (1) * John Sweeney was in charge of security for Queen Victoria’s visit to Ireland in 1900. €100 - 150

201 Irish Poetry: Graves (A. Perceval) Songs of Killarney, 12mo L. 1873. Pres. Copy, Orpen (G.H.) The Song of Dermot and the Earl, Oxford 1892; de Chatelet (Le Chevalier) Les Moines de Kilcre, 12mo L. 1858, frontis; Mangan (J. Clarence) Anthologia Germanica, 2 vols. 12mo L. n.d.; de Jean (J.) Poems, 16mo D. 1851, First, & 14 others, as a lot. (20) €100 - 150


203 Box: Cork Interest: Smith (Chas.) The Ancient and Present State of County and City of Cork, 2 vols. in one, roy 8vo Cork 1893, fold maps, some loose, cont. hf. mor.; Pettit (Dr. S.F.) This City of Cork 1700 - 1900, Cork 1977, First; O’Murchadha (D.) Family Names of County Cork, D. 1985, d.w.; & approx. 21 others of Cork interest. As a box lot, w.a.f. (1) €120 - 180

204 Box: Cork interest: A good mixed lot of 19th Century and early 20th Century Books of Irish interest, approx. 50 items, mostly hard back volumes, on history, Irish Saints, The New Irish Library, etc. As a box lot, w.a.f. (1) €120 - 180
205 Attractive Sets - Ex Ricardi Moore Collection

206 Box: The Parliamentary Gazetteer of Ireland, 10 vols. sm. folio D. & Edin. 1844. Lg. fold. & other maps, engd. views etc., cloth; The Cabinet of Irish Literature, 4 vols. L. 1880, ports. etc., orig. gilt decór. cloth. (1) €100 - 150

207 Box: Co. Wexford interest: A large box of varied books, booklets, and other interesting items of Co. Wexford, hardbacks etc., and numerous part runs & odd nos. of periodicals, The Past, Journal of the Wexford Historical Society, Bree Parish Journal, Kilmore Parish Journal, etc., books on folklore, history, hurying, etc. As a coll., w.a.f. (1) €200 - 300


209 Box: Irish Language interest: Hogan (Edmund). Onamistacon Gaedelicam - Locorum et Tribuum Hiberniae et Scotiae, 4to D. 1910, map frontis; Atkinson (Rob.). The Passions and Homilies from Leabhar Breac, roy 8vo D. (R.I.A. - Todd Series), 1888, wrappers; O’Cathain (Riobeard). Tiomna Nuadh, D. (R.I.A. - Todd Series), 1887, wrappers; and Homilies from Leabhar Breac, etc. As a coll., w.a.f. (1) €200 - 300

210 Box: Irish Language Literature. A very good collection, over 80 items, mostly early 19th Century books and pamphlets in the Irish, in cloth & wrappers. As a lot, w.a.f. (1) €100 - 150


212 Box: 1798 & Republican interest: A good collection of varied hardback and softback books and pamphlets etc., on the Rebellion of 1798, 1803, etc., also Beasal (Piaras) Michael Collins and the Making of a New Ireland, 2 vols. D. 1926, colud. & other illus., cloth; also Brennan (R.). Allegiance, and many others, as a box lot, w.a.f. (1) €100 - 150


214 The Ulster Journal in Three Series


216 Box: Leather Bindings; Robertson (Wm.). The Works of ..., 12 vols. 8vo L. 1809. Uniform hf. mor.; Fitzgerald (Rev. P.) Mc Gregor (J.J.). The History Topography and Antiquities of Co. & City of Limerick, Vol. II only (ex. 2), D. 1827, some pts., hf. mor.; Ferrar’s History of Limerick, 8vo lacks title, defective, hf. calf; & 4 other bindings. As a lot, w.a.f. (1) €80 - 120

217 Box: George Moore: Esther Waters, L. 1920; The Coming of Gabrielle, L. 1921; The Pastorals Loves of Daphnis and Chloe, L. 1924; Freeman (John) A Portrait of George Moore in a Study of his Work, L. 1922. All Signed Limited Editions, unopened, d.w.s etc; also Celibates, L. 1895; The Untilled Field, L. 1903; The Apostle A Drama in Three Acts, D. 1911; & 11 other works, some First Edns., d.w.s etc. As a box. (18) €200 - 300

218 Box: Religious interest: Ryan (Rev. Ed.) Vicar of Donoughmore, The History of the Effects of Religion on Mankind; 8vo D. 1802. Second Edn., fine. cont. tree calf, gilt roll border, gilt spine, mor. label; Paley (Wm.) The Principles of Moral and Political Philosophy; 8vo D. 1793, Fifth, cont. tree calf; Gisborne (Rev. R.) Sermons, 8vo L. 1802; First Edn., hf. title, mottled calf, & others sim., some in orig. boards, some scarce titles. A Box. (1) €80 - 120

219 Irish Arts Review

220 Box: Children’s Interest, Rowling (J.K.). A large collection of hardback and softback variant editions of the Works of Harry Potter, including English and American printings, some other Harry Potter related items, as a box lot, w.a.f. (1) €150 - 200

221 Box: Bowen (Elizabeth) A Word of Love, 8vo, L. 1955; Eva Trout, L. 1969, (2 copies); Bowens Court, N.Y. 1942; Eliot (T.S.). Later Poems, 8vo L. 1941, cloth & d.j.; Elizabethan Essays, L. 1934; The Cocktail Party, (2 copies) L. 1950; and 1 other by the same author; [Goethe's] Faust, illustrated by Harry Clarke, and one other book, as a box lot, w.a.f. (1) €80 - 100

222 Box: Waugh (Evelyn). A large collection of various Editions of the Writer’s Works: including The Ordeal of Gilbert Penfold, Ronald Knox, Put out More Flags, Officers and Gentleman, A Handbook of Dust etc., mostly cloth, some d.j., as a box lot, w.a.f. (1) €100 - 150

End of Boxes


279 Wright (Thos.) St. Patrick's Purgatory: An Essay on the Legends of Purgatory, Hell, and Paradise current during The Middle Ages. Sm. 8vo L. 1844. First Edn., orig. cloth, spine dam. Scarce. (1) €80 - 130


282 Chatterton (Lady) Rambles in the South of Ireland during the Year 1838, 2 vols. Sm. 8vo L. 1839: First Edn., one hf. title, 2 lg. fronts & 6 lgth. pls. cont. hf. green mor. tooled gilt spines, mor. labels. Good. (2) €180 - 250


284 (Ottway (Caesar)) Sketches in Ireland Descriptive of... Donegal, Cork, and Kerry. Sm. 8vo D. 1839. Second Edn., hf. title, some m/s notes, cloth; also Johnson (James) A Tour in Ireland; with Meditations and Reflections. 8vo L. 1844. First Edn., port. fronts cloth. Scarce. (2) €225 - 300

285 Smith (Chas.) The Ancient and Present State of the County and City of Waterford. 8vo D. 1773. Second Edn., engd. vign. title, lg. fold. Map of County, & 5 fold. engraved panoramas & maps (ex. 6), one gathering loose, hf. calf. Clean copy. (1) €180 - 250

286 Smith (Chas.) The Ancient and Present State of the County of Kerry, 8vo D. 1756. First Edn., lg. fold. map of the County, & 5 fold. pls. (include. 1 lg. panorama), cont. calf, cover loose, but a good clean copy. (1) €200 - 300

287 Thompson (Mrs. D.P.) A Brief Account of Rise and Progress of Religious Opinion now taking Place in Dingle, and the West of the County of Kerry, Ireland, 8vo L. 1846. First Edn., fold. map frontis 2 pts. orig. cloth. (1) €150 - 200

288 (Bilton (Wm.)) The Angler in Ireland, or An Englishman's Ramble through Connaught and Munster... 1833. 2 vols. 8vo L. 1834. First Edn., 2 sepia frontis & 1 fold. map, uncut, unopened, orig. boards, spines rubbed. Scarce. (2) €200 - 300

289 Bennett (George) The History of Bandon, and The Principal Towns in the West Riding of County Cork. 8vo Cork 1869. First Edn., port. frontis., errata slip, 2 pts. some annotations; O'Sullivan (Florence) The History of Kinsale, 8vo D. 1916. First Edn., fold. maps & pts., both orig. cloth. Good & Scarce. (2) €200 - 300

290 Skene (Wm. F.) The Highlanders of Scotland, their Origin, History and Antiquities; With a Sketch of their Manners & Customs. 2 vols. 8vo L. 1837. First Edn., 2 hf. titles, orig. full calf, tooled gilt border, spine gilt in panels, green & blue mor. labels. A v. good copy. (2) €160 - 240

291 Kennedy (Patrick) The Banks of the Boro: A Chronicle of The County of Wexford, 12mo L. 1867. First Edn., 3pp. of adverts. at end, very fine in quarter mor. by Sangorski & Sutcliffe. (1) €125 - 175


293 Yachting: Hunts Universal Yacht Lists, for 1853, 1856, 1858, 1861, 1862, 1879, 1882, 1883, together 8 vols. sm. oblong 12mo L. 1853 - 1883. Coloured illus., adverts etc. orig. mor. & cloth, some spines dam. As a coll., w.a.f. (8) €120 - 170

294 Rare Irish Travel Volume [Elstob (Marki)] A Trip to Kilkenny, From Durham, By Way of Whitehaven and Dublin in the Year MDCCCLXXVI... In a Series of Letters to a Friend. 12mo D. 1779. First Dublin Edn., hf. title, 179pp first 8pp dam. at lr. right corner, pencil scribbling at ends, boards loose & dam., in a recent clam case box. Ex. Rare. (1) €200 - 300

295 Periodical: Leabhar na hÉireann - The Irish Year Book, published by The National Council, 1908, 1909, 1911, 1936, 1937 & 1942. Together 6 vols. sm. 8vo D. 1908 - 1942. Orig. wrappers & cloth. As a periodical, w.a.f. (6) * A rare and most useful reference work for Ireland, covering every subject, even the most diverse. €80 - 120


297 Inglis (Henry D.) Ireland in 1834 - A Journey throughout Ireland during the Spring, Summer and Autumn of 1834. 2 vols. sm. 8vo L. 1835. Second Edn., 2 lg. fold. map frontis cont. hf. green mor. V. nice copy. (2) €125 - 175

298 Signed by William O'Brien O'Brien (William) Irish Fireside Hours, 8vo D. (M.H. Gill & Son) 1927, First, inscribed on fep. "To Rev. Father Moore, with all good wishes sincerely yours William O'Brien, - 6th February 1928" cloth. Clean copy. (1) €80 - 120

299 An Oxonian [Samuel Hole] A Little Tour in Ireland, sm. 4to L. 1859, First Edn., illus. by John Leech, illus. pls., hf. green mor. cloth boards tooled spine, a.e.g. Clean Copy; Very good. (1) €120 - 180

300 Crofton Croker (T.) The Popular Songs of Ireland, 8vo, L. (Henry Colburn) 1839, First, dedit., uncut, bookplate of Castle-Freke Library, decor. cloth, gilt lettered spine. Clean Copy. (1) €120 - 180

301 Smith (Chas.) The Ancient and Present State of the City and County of Cork, 2 vols. 8vo D. 1750. First Edn., only 2 pts., binds. dam. & 3 other items, all working copies, w.a.f. (5) €60 - 90


IMPERFECTIONS NOT STATED
328 Fine Binding: Hall (Mr. & Mrs. S.C.) Ireland: its Scenery, Character, etc. 3 vols. sm. folio L. 1841. First Edn., decor. titles, engd. frontts & pts. engnd. maps etc., cont. full green diced mor. lg. tooled gilt borders, & spines with shamrocks, mor. labels, v. good copy. (3) €220 - 320


330 Genealogy: Maunsell (Rob. George) History of Maunsell, or Mansel, & the Family of John Sullivan of Berwick, New England, in Anno 1598. Lg. 4to D. & L. 1878. First Edn., cloth; & The State thereof as it is at this present Time. Of Maunsell, or Mansel, 1547, King Edward VI, 1547 - 1553, and Philip and Mary, 1553 - 1558, roy 8vo n.d. [c. 1860] Rare. (3)

331 Grady (Thos.) No. III, or, the Nogoegey: Being the Third Letter of the Country Post Bag, form the Man to the Monster, roy 8vo D. 1816. First Edn., For the Author, port. frontts, another engd. port. & 3 full page pts. mor. backed boards. Good. (1) €140 - 200

332 Hogan (Edmund) The Description of Ireland, and The State thereof as it is at this present in Anno 1598. L. 4to D. & L. 1878. First Edn., cont. hf. blue mor. tooled gilt spine, mor. label. V. good copy. (1) €125 - 175

333 Inscribed Presentation Copy [Donegan (H.L.F.J.)] Corinthean; History of Yachting in the South of Ireland, 1720 - 1908. Lg. 4to Cork 1909. First Solo Edn., Signed Pres. Inscription on title, cont. hf. frontts, illustr. thru-out, cont. full cloth, gilt. V. good copy. V. Scarce. (1) €450 - 650


335 Sean Flaitn: La Touche (J.J. Digges)ed. Calendar to Flains of King Henry VIII. 1521 - 1547, King Edward VI, 1547 - 1553, and Philip and Mary, 1553 - 1558, roy 8vo n.d. [c. 1860] Fine cont. hf. crimson mor. raised bands, gilt lettered. As a coll., w.a.f. (1) €120 - 180


337 Hand-coloured Plates: The World of Fashion... of the Courts of London and Paris, 4to L. 1842-1843, 20 full page hand coloured plates, orig. cloth, clean copy. (1) €160 - 220

338 Payne-Gallwey (Sir R.) The Fowler in Ireland, 8vo L. 1882. First Edn., illust. orig. cloth also Dixon (Chas.) The Nests and Eggs of British Birds, 8vo L. 1894. First Edn., with fine coloured pts., orig. cloth. (2) €120 - 170

339 Co. Cork: Cauffield (Richard) The Council books of the Corporation of the City of Cork, Corporation of Yougshall, and Corporation of Kinsale, 3 vols. thick 4to Guildford, Surrey 1876, 1878, & 1879. All First Edns., fold. & other illus. orig. cloth. Scarce to get all three together. Rare. (3) €375 - 500


341 Genealogy: Somerville (E.O.E.) & (Boyle Townsend) Records of The Somerville Family of Castlehaven and Drishane from 1174 to 1940, 4to Cork (Guy & Co.) 1940. First, Sole Edition, illust. cloth backed pict. boards. V. good. (1) €100 - 150

342 Pike (W.T.) & Hodges (Rev. R.J.) Cork and County Cork in the Twentieth Century, Lg. 4to Brighton 1911. First Edn., profusely illustrated, cont. full mor., needs re-binding. (1) €100 - 150

343 Coloured Plates: Sidney (S.) The Book of the Horse, Lg. 4to L. n.d. 25 full page cold. pts., text illust., spine dam. A breakers copy, w.a.f. (1) €80 - 140


346 R.D.S.: Berry (Henry F.) A History of The Royal Dublin Society, 8vo L. 1915. First Edn., illus., orig. cloth; Meenan (J.) & Clarke (D.) The Royal Dublin Society 1731 - 1981, 4to D. 1981, illus., d.w.; various articles signed by the Contributors; Bright (Kevin) The Royal Dublin Society 1815 - 1845, roy 8vo D. 2004, illust. d.w.; & 3 related items. (8) €100 - 150

347 Periodicals: [Dixon Hardy (Philip)] Publ. The Dublin Penny Journal, Vols. I - IV, together 4 vols.folio D. 1832 / 3 - 1835/6, Complete file, illust. thru-out; Duffy's Hibernian Magazine, 18nos. in one vol. 4to Dublin July 1860 - Dec. 1861. All orig. cloth. As periodicals, w.a.f. (5) €140 - 200


350 Charron (Wm.) A Description of the Freedom Box, Voted by the City of London to the Hon. Augustus Keppel, Admiral of Blue, lg. 4to L. 1779. Sole Edn., engd. title, dedit, & 5 full page pts., orig. marble boards bound in later cloth. Scarce. (1) €100 - 150

351 Annesley - The Trial in Ejectment between Campbell Craig, Lessee of James Annesley, Esq., and Others, Plaintiffs, and the Rt. Hon. Richard Earl of Anglesey, Defendant; Before the .. Court of Exchequer in Ireland, Begun on Friday Nov. 11th, 1743... (1) €200 - 300

352 De Wint (P.) & Hughes (J.) Views in the South of France Chiefly on The Rhine, 4to L. (W.B. Cooke) 1825. First Edn., 24 full page engraved plates, hf. mor. worn. (1) €100 - 150

353 Webster (Rev. C.A.)ed. The Church Plate of the Diocese of Cork, Clayne and Ross, Lg. 4to Cork 1909. Sole Edn., illust. thru-out, orig. cloth, gilt. (1) €100 - 150
354. **Dease (Edmund F.)** A Complete History of the Westminster Hunt from its Foundation, lg. 4to D. 1898. First Edn., ports. illus, photos etc., throu-out, lack front loose blank, orig. cold. cloth, some stains. (1) €150 - 200

355. **All Presentation Copies**

Lindsay (John) A View of the Coinage of Ireland, lg. 4to Cork (Luke H. Bolster) 1839. First Edn., also A View of the Coinage of The Heptarchy, lg. 4to Cork 1842. First Edn., also Notices of Remarkable Medieval Coins, 4to Cork 1849. First Edn., all illus. with tinted pts. etc. & cloth backed boards & wrappers. (3) €150 - 200

356. **Foster & Co., Lithographers: Smith** The Circumference of the Earth, oblong f olio Dublin n.d. (c. 1860) Etched title & 19 litho illus. plts.述out. orig. cold. cloth, Lg. 4to D. 354

357. **Periodical:** The New Irish Journal of Information for the People - The Irish Penny Journal, Vol. I No. 1 - Vol. I No. 52, together 52 Nos., (All Published) July 1840 - June 1841, illus., orig. gilt decor. cloth. As a periodical, w.a.f. V. good. (1) €80 - 120

358. **Limited Edition**


361. **Genealogy: The Sanderson's of Castle Sanderson, lg. 4to L. 1936 Printed for Private Circulation, illus. fold. map, pts. etc. cloth; Lenox-Conyngham (Mina) An Old Uster House-Springhill and the People who lived in it. 4to Belfast 2005, illus. d.w. (2) €120 - 170

381 Co. Cork: O’Neill (Phil.) The Barony of Kinsale, its history and placenames, also an account of the patron saint and its famous men. Folio - Typescript Part I, 119pp. typed one side only, boards. Unusual, as a typescript, w.a.f. (1) €100 - 150

382 Edwards (Lionel) My Irish Sketch Book, lg. 4to L. 1938. First Edn., 9 lg. mounted cold. pts., & other bl. & white illus., orig. cloth, stained. (1) €100 - 150

383 Wakefield (Ed.) An Account of Ireland, Statistical and Political, 2 vols. 4to L. 1812. First Edn. Ex. library, some sm. stamps, cont. full calf, dbl. gilt fillet borders, tooled gilt spines, mor. labels. (2) €200 - 300


385 A Substantial Unbroken Run


388 Doyle (J.B.) Tours in Ulster: A Handbook to the Antiquities and Scenery of the North of Ireland. Sm. 8vo D. 1854. First Edn., cold. litho frontis & add. litho title, fold. map, 17 cold. litho pts. (1 dbl. page) & numerous wd. cut illus. in text, variant binding, in blue cloth. Scarce. V. good. (1) €130 - 180

389 [King (Bishop)] The State of the Protestants of Ireland Under the Late King James’s government, 8vo L. 1692. Third Edn., licence leaf, cont. calf, recent professional rebac. (1) * From the Library of Lady Gregory. €150 - 200

390 Important Scientific Association

Presentation Copy Tyndall (John) Heat considered as A Mode of Motion. Being a Course of Twelve Lectures Delivered at The Royal Institution of Great Britain in the Season of 1862. 8vo L. 1863. First Edn., hf. title, (sm. pce cut away from lower corner), fold. pt. text illus. & 32pp Catalogue at end, orig. purple cloth, rebacked, orig. spine laid down. V. good. * Signed Presentation, inscribed to fellow scientist, John Lubbock with John Tyndall’s affectionate regards: J. Lubbock’s son and Tyndall’s godson, Edgar J. Lubbock, played Football in the first FA Final and won. €300 - 400

391 Rutty (John) An Essay towards A Natural Experimental and Medicinal History of the Mineral Waters of Ireland, 8vo D. (For the Author) 1757. First Edn., list of subs., fold. & other tables, cont. calf, one cover loose, spine rubbed. Scarce. (1) €160 - 220

392 Crofton Croker (T.) The Keen of the South of Ireland: As illustrative of Irish Political and Domestic History, Manners, Music and Superstitions. 8vo L. 1844. First Edn., hf. title, 8pp. cat. for The Percy Society at end, uncut, recent quarter calf, mor. label, v. good. V. Scarce. (1) €130 - 180

393 Day (Justice Robert) Seven Charges delivered to the Grand Juries of the City of Dublin ... to which is added a Charge delivered by him to the Grand Jury of the County of Tipperary, on the 7th March 1808, 8vo D. 1808. First Edn., individual & general titles, in cont. full gilt spine. V. good. (1) €130 - 180


396 One of 100 Copies Only?

[O’Mahony (Corn.) S.J.] Disputatio Apologetica de jure Regni Hibemiae pro Catholicis Hibernis Aduersus haereticos Anglos, Sm. 4to Frankfurt 1645 (1826) Reprint B.P., later cloth. (1) €100 - 150

397 Robinson (Thos.) An Essay towards A Natural History of Westmoreland and Cumberland, 8vo L. 1709. In two Parts. First Edn., XVI 95pp + 1188p + advert leaf; bound with, Robinson (T.) A Sermon Against Proflane Cursing and Swearing; Being a Charitable Admonition to Her Majesty’s Fleet, 8vo L. 1710 (VI) 29pp adverts at end, cont. panel calf, worn. (1) €100 - 150


399 Healy (Rev. Wm.) History and Antiquities of Kilkenny (County and City), Vol. 1 [All Published] 8vo Kilkenny (PM. Egan) 1893. First Edn., sepia pts. & illus.; cloth; also Reprint of Bassett’s Kilkenny City & County Guide and Directory, 2001, with fold. map & d.w. (2) €100 - 150


401 [Berkeley (George)] Siris, A Chain of Philosophical Reflections and Inquiries Concerning the Virtues of Tar Water, 8vo D. (Margt. Rhames) 1744. First Edn., 261 pp plus errata at end, sm. pce. torn from top corner of title, slightly affecting “S” in Siris, cont. calf, single blind line border, raised bands, mor. label. V. good Rare. (1) €280 - 350


403 Gamble (J.) A View of the Society and Manners in the North of Ireland in the Autumn & Summer of 1812. 8vo L. 1813. First Edn., orig. calf, re-cased; The Ancient and Present State of the County Down, containing a Chorographical Description,... with A Survey of a New Canal. 8vo D. 1744. First Edn., fold. map supplied in fac-simile, cont. calf. (2) €130 - 180

404 Croke (Alexander) A Report of the Case of Horner against Liddiard, Upon the Question of what Consent is necessary to the Marriage of illegitimate Minors,... with An Introductory Essay upon the Theory and the History of Laws relating to Illegitimate Children, and to the encouragement of Marriage in General. 8vo L. 1800. First Edn., advert leaf at end, cont. calf, mor. label. V. good. (1) €70 - 100

405 Griffith (Amyas) Miscellaneous Tracts, 8vo D. (J. Meehan) 1788. Printed for The Author. First Edn., Engd. port. frontis., list of subscribers, a few leaves with stains, cont. calf, mor. label. Scarce. (1) €130 - 180

IMPERFECTIONS NOT STATED
406  Burke (Rev. Wm. P.)  The Irish Priests in The Penal Times. 8vo Waterford 1814, 1st Edn., Fine in mor. backed boards; Begley (J. Archdeacon)  The Diocese of Limerick From 1691 to the Present Time, 8vo D. 1938. 1st Edn., orig. cloth. Good. (2) €120 - 170

407  King (Jeremiah)  King's History of Kerry or History of the Parishes in the County, 8vo Published by J. King, Liverpool, title with port. Signed Pres. Copy to J.F. Fuller with the Compliments of J. King, 8/12/07, First Edn. 413pp., with numerous annotations, & additions by J.F. Fuller, with inset news cuttings etc., orig. cloth. (1) * Fuller's copy, with his bookplate. V. Scarce. €180 - 250


409  Dickson (Wm.)  A Narrative of the Confinement and Exile of William Steel Dickson, D.D., 8vo D. 1812, First Edn., 371 + 118pp. recent attractive full antique panel calf, raised bands, mor. label. V. good. (1) €130 - 180

410  Anon: Considerations on the Political and Commercial Circumstances of Great Britain and Ireland, as they are connected with each other. 8vo L. 1787, First English Edn., 101pp recent hf. calf. Not in Bradshaw. (1) €100 - 150

411  Rare American Publication 1798: O'Connor (A.) & Finnerty (P.)  Extracts from The Press; A newspaper Published in the Capital of Ireland, During the Years 1797 and 1798. Including numbers sixty-eight and sixty-nine which were suppressed by The Irish Government, before the usual time of publication, with the virtual owner of the paper was Arthur O'Connor, and the printer was Peter Finnerty of Loughrea, Co. Galway. Contributor: Thomas Addis Emmett, Robert Emmett, Wm. Drennan, etc. €200 - 300

412  1798: Taylor (George)  An Historical Account of the Rise Progress and Suppression of the Rebellion in the County of Wexford in ... 1798, 8vo D. 1800. First Edn. 140pp., fold. engd. fronts & 42 other pls. by Phiz, cont. hf. blue mor. profusely gilt spine in panels, mor. label. Good. (2) €100 - 150

413  Young (Arthur)  Travels During the Years 1787, 1788, and 1789 ... (in) The Kingdom of France, 2 vols. D. 1793. Hf. title vol. I, 3 lg. fold. maps (one hd. cold.), cont. calf, tooled gilt spines, mor. labels. Good. (2) €140 - 180

414  With Hand-Coloured Plates [Combe (Wm.)] The Tour of Dr. Syntax in Search of the Picturesque, A Poem. roy 8vo L. 1815., Sixth. hd. cold. fronts, title, & 29 hd. cold. (complete), pls. cont. calf, blind & gilt tooled borders, & spine. (1) €160 - 240

415  Henry (Francoise) L'Art Irlandais, 3 vols. 4to Paris (Zodiaque) 1863 - 64. Le nuit de temps 18-19-20. Profusely illustrated thro.-out. cold. pls. etc., cloth & orig. pict. d.w.s. V. good. (3) €100 - 150

416  O'Rourke (T.)  The History of Sligo: Town and County, 2 vols. D. n.d. First Editions, 2 fold. & other maps, text illus., recent quarter calf, raised bands, mor. labels, good; Mac Donagh (J. Christopher)  History of Ballymote and the Parish of Ennlaghfad, Sm, 8vo D. 1936. First Edn., orig. gilt decor. cloth. (3) €130 - 180


418  Lodge (John) Disdierata Curiosa Hibemica: or, A Collection of State Papers ... to which are added some Historical Tracts, 2 vols. 8vo D. 1772. First Edn., 2 hf. titles, cont. full calf, tooled gilt spine, raised bands, red & blue mor. labels. V. good copy. (2) €160 - 220


420  Lever (Chas.) Our Mess - Tom Burke of 'Ours', 2 vols. D. 1844, First Edn., 2 engd. fronts & 42 other pls. by Phiz, cont. hf. blue mor. profusely tooled gilt spine in panels, mor. labels. Good. (2) €100 - 150


422  Smith (G.N.)  Killarney and the Surrounding Scenery: ... to which are added copious Notes ... by G. Downes. 8vo D. 1822. First Edn., engd. fronts wd. cut vignette title, 2 fold. maps, 5 engd. pls. with multiple views, & 2 wd. cut illus. cont. hf. green mor. tooled gilt spine, mor. label. V. good. (1) €125 - 175

423  [Nicholson (Wm.)] The Irish Historical Library, Pointing at most of the Authors and Records in Print or Manuscript, ... of a General History of Ireland. 8vo D. (A. Rhames) 1724, First Edn., recent quarter calf, raised bands. Good. (1) €125 - 175

424  Rare Irish Translation by Haliday Keating (Geoffrey) A Complete History of Ireland, from the First Colonization of the Island by Parthallon to the Anglo-Norman Invasion: ... by Geoffrey Keating D.D. 8vo D. (John Barlow) 1811, Vol. I All Published. Text in Irish & English lacks Irish title page & fold. map, bookplate, D.H. Kelly - The O'Kelly, cont. hf. crimson mor. V. Scarce. (1) €160 - 220

425  Nicol (W.)  The Gardener’s Calendar; or Monthly Directory of Operations in every branch of Horticulture. 8vo Edn. 1812. 2nd Edn., also The Planter’s Calendar; of the Nurseryman’s and Forester’s Guide. 8vo. Edn. 1812, 3 pls. uniform hf. calf. (2) €120 - 160


426  Bindings etc: Macpherson (J.)  The Poems of Ossian, 2 vols. L. 1796, cont. full mottled calf; Reynolds (Geo. W.M.) Pickwick Abroad; or The Tour in France, L. 1839. pls. hf. mor.; Brooks (R.) The General Gazetteer, L. 1815, fold. maps of the World etc., full tree calf; Violett-le-Duc, Historine d’Une Forteresse, roy 8vo Paris n.d. [c. 1860], pls. maps, mor. backed cloth. As a lot. (5) €70 - 120


429 Stokes (Margaret) Early Christian Art in Ireland, sm. folio L. 1887. First Edn., fine illus. thoro.-out, cloth; also by same author, Six Months in the Apennines, sm. 4to L. 1892, and Three Months in the Forests of France, sm. 4to L. 1895. Both First Edns., Illus., & orig. cloth. Good. (3) €80 - 120


431 Young (Arthur) The Example of France, A Warning to Britain, 8vo Bury St., Edmunds (J. Rackham) 1793. Third hf. title, uncut, 238pp., letter, and adverts at back, recent hf. calf, marble boards. Scarce. (1) €100 - 150

432 With Fine Hand-Coloured Plates Sporting: [Surteises] Jorrocks' Jaunts and Jollities, roy 8vo L. 1869. Third Edn. Hbd. cold. add engl. title & 15 hd. cold. pls.; Handley Cross; or Mr. Jorrocks' Hunt, 8vo L. 1854; Mr. Sponge's Sporting Tour, L. 1853; Plain or Ringlets? 8vo L. n.d., all with hand-coloured plates, and all cont. hf. mor. Very good. (4) €120 - 170


434 Binding: Graham (Stirling) You Will find it in Maryland, roy 8vo Baltimore 1945. Cold. illus. by Edwin Tunis, uncut, decor ends, in full crushed levant mor., gilt fillet borders, raised bands by Sangorski & Sutcliffe. Fine. (1) * The book is an advertising volume for Melrose Whiskies. €50 - 80


436 Lever (Charles) Charles O'Malley. The Irish Dragoon, 2 vols. tall 8vo D. 1841. First Edn., 2 addd. engl. title, 2 engd. frontis, 40 other engd. full page pls., t.e.g., full tan calf, gilt fillet decor. by Henderson & Bisset, stamped, with mor. labels. V. good. (2) €150 - 200


439 Beaslaí (Piaras) Michael Collins and the Making of a New Ireland, 2 vols. thick 8vo D. 1926. First Edns., 2 cold. frontis & 16 pls., orig. cloth. V. good copy; plus 1 other item. (3) €200 - 300

440 Rawson (T. James) Statistical Survey of the County of Kildare, ... by Direction of The Dublin Society, 8vo D. 1807 First Edn., title page inscribed 'E. Fitzgerald'. Errata leaf, 2 maps of Grand Canal, & 10 pls., lacks Gen. Map of County, uncut recent cloth; also Fraser (Rob.) Statistical Survey of the County of Wexford, ... by Order of The Dublin Society. 8vo D. 1807. First Edn., lacks general map, recent full green cloth. (2) €300 - 400


442 M'Parlan (James) Statistical Survey of the County of Sligo, ... Under Direction of Dublin Society, 8vo D. 1802. First Edn., fold. map, lacks title page, recent mor. backed boards; Dubourdieu (Rev. J.) Statistical Survey of the County of Antrim, Vol. II only, 8vo D. 1812. Plan of Belfast & 10 sepia pls. (some fold.) hf. mor.; & 2 other items, odd vols., one with numerous engd. pls. As a lot, w.a.f. (4) €200 - 300


445 Sullivan (Sir Edw.) Buck Whaley's Memoirs, including His Journey to Jerusalem. roy 8vo L. 1906. First Edn., illus. orig. blue cloth, v. good. (1) €70 - 100

446 Musgrave (Sir R.) Memoirs of the Different Rebellions in Ireland, 4to D. 1801. First Edn., hf. title, 10 lg. mostly fold. maps, complete, cont. hf. calf, upr. cover loose. (1) €150 - 200


449 Anon: Instructions to the Valuator's, Appointed under the 6th & 7th William IV Cap. 84 for the Uniform Valuation of Lands and Tenements, in Ireland. 8vo D. 1839. First Edn., Hf. title, fold. map, fold. table; with Additional Instruction for the Valuator's, 8vo D. 1844, bound at the end, orig. cloth. (1) €100 - 150

450 Genealogy: Maunsell (Rob. G.) History of the Maunsell, or Mansell and some other Related Families, 4to Cork 1903. First Edn., pts. thoro-out, orig. cloth. Scarce. (1) €180 - 250


452 Devoy (John) The Land of Eire - The Irish Land League its Origin, Progress and Consequences, Lg. 4to N. York [1882] First Edn., engd. port. frontis & engd. pts. & ports. throughout, a.e.g., orig. gilt pict. cloth. A very scarce & unusual volume. (1) €200 - 300


The Karl Mullen Collection of Rugby Memorabilia for Ireland & the British Lions
Lord Kilbracken & Saddam Hussein
Exclusive Interview
Both Signed Limited Editions


Provincial Printing: Stuart (James) Historical Memoirs of the City of Armagh, for a Period of 1373 Years, 8vo Newry (Alexander Wilkinson) 1819. First Edn., engd. fronts & 4 engd. plts. (1 fold.) uncut, strongly bound hf. mor. (1) €120 - 180

Limited to 100 Copies: Signed by the Author

Orpen (Sir William) Stories of Old Ireland and Myself, 4to L. (Williams & Norgate Ltd) 1924, hors commerce, Signed by the Author, hf. title, frontis, & 35 pts. (complete) uncut, in cream hors commerce, Signed by the Author, hf. title, frontis, & 35 pts. (complete) uncut, in cream mor., gilt spine. (1) €130 - 180

Liford (Lord) Notes on the Birds of Northamptonshire and Neighbourhood, 2 vols. roy 8vo L. 1895, First Edn., 1 fronts & lg. fold. linen backed map, & numerous illus. & pts. by A. Thornburn and G.E. Lodge, t.e.g., fine, cont. hf. mor. V. good set. (2) €100 - 150

Masai (F.) Stories of Old Ireland and the Round Towers of Ireland, Anterior to the Anglo-Norman Invasion... the Origin and Uses of The Round Towers of Ireland, Vol. I (All Published) v. lg. folio D. 1845, First Edn., illus. thro-out, fine hf. polished calf, green marble sides, raised bands, gilt spine with shell decorations. (1) €200 - 300

Allen (J. Romilly) The Early Christian Monuments of Scotland, a Classified, Illustrated, Descriptive List of the Monuments, with an Analysis of their symbolism and ornamentation. Lg. thick 4to Edin. 1903. First Edn., No. 115 of Limited edition of 400 Copies. Signed, hf. title, numerous photo illus., text illus. etc., orig. strong hf. green mor. gilt decor., raised bands & gilt decor. panels on spine. V. fine copy. (1) €200 - 300

With Hand-Coloured Plates of Shells

Wood (W.) & Hanley (Sylvanus) Index Texturomanicus, An Illustrated Catalogue of British and Foreign Shells. Sm. folio L. 1856. New Edn. hd. cold. fronts & 46 full page hd. cold. pts., t.e.g., cont. hf. green mor. attractive tooled gilt spine with shell decorations. (1) €160 - 220

Hamilton (Walter) Dated Book-Plates (Ex Libris) with a Treatise on their Origin and Development. Lg. 4to L. 1895. First Edn. engd. frontis, numerous full page illus. text illus. etc., a.e.g. cont. fine hf. crushed levant mor. raised bands, gilt spine in panels by Bayntun, Binder. Bath: V. good copy. (1) €150 - 200

Graham (Maria) Journal of a Residence in Chile, during the Year 1822, and a Voyage from Chile to Brazil in 1823, 4to L. 1824. First Edn., 14 full page plts. (include. frontis) text illus. Inscribed 'With the author's Compts,' with a 16pp pamphlet tipped-in at front, later hf. green mor., gilt spine. (1) €250 - 350

d hae Risteard & Di Nhonnchadha (Brighid) Clár Litridheacht na Nua-Ghaedhilg 1850 - 1936, 3 vols. roy 8vo D. 1938-1940. First Edn., orig. green cloth. V. good. (3) €150 - 200


Macalister (R.A.S.) Ireland in Pre-Celtic Times, roy 8vo D. 1921 & The Archaeology of Ireland, L. 1928. both First Edn., illus., cloth & 2 others sim. interest by George Coffey. (4) €85 - 125


Illustrated Plates etc: Storer (J. H.) Delineations of Trinity College, Cambridge, lg. folio n.d. (c. 1850), engd. title & 9 full page plts., some damp dam.; Album of County Gentlemen and Sporting Gazette, folio L. 1892. 49 full page portraits, include. Lord Iveagh, Lord Clannmorris, Earl of Clanwilliam, etc., cloth; & 3 other folio items. (5) €70 - 120


Photographs: A large Photograph Album with late 19th Century photos, mostly of Italy, Rome, Milan, Venice, approx. 34 full page views, hf. mor. As a coll. w.a.f. (1) €100 - 150

Petrie (George) The Ecclesiastical Architecture of Ireland, Anterior to the Anglo-Norman Invasion... the Origin and Uses of The Round Towers of Ireland, Vol. I [All Published] v. lg. folio D. 1845. First Edn., illus. thro-out, fine hf. polished calf, green marble sides, raised bands, blind Celtic design in panels. v. good copy. (1) €125 - 175

Photos: A large Photograph Album with late 19th Century photos, mostly of Italy, Rome, Milan, Venice, approx. 34 full page views, hf. mor. As a coll. w.a.f. (1) €100 - 150

Photographs: A large Photograph Album with late 19th Century photos, mostly of Italy, Rome, Milan, Venice, approx. 34 full page views, hf. mor. As a coll. w.a.f. (1) €100 - 150

With Attractive Coloured Plates

Nelson (E. Chas.) The Virtues of Herbs of Master Jon Gardener, lg. atlas folio D. 2002. Lim. Edn. 300 Copies Only, With fine mounted cold. pts. by Wendy Walsh, Susan Sex, Raymond Piper etc., orig. cloth, pict. d.w., v. good. Scarce. (1) €150 - 200

All contents and images are subject to copyright
482 Lewis (Samuel) A Topographical Dictionary of Ireland, 2 vols., plus Atlas, together 3 vols. lg. 4to L. 1837. First Edn., engd. title & contents lg. fold map (with tears) & 32 single page maps, cont. hf. mor. & cloth. As an Atlas, w.a.f. (3) €200 - 300

483 Warburton (J.), Whitelaw (J.) & Walsh (R.) History of the City of Dublin, 2 vols. lg. thick 4to L. 1818. First Edn., L.P. Copy; 2 frontis plans (1 fold), & 26 full page engd. pls. & plans (some fold.) complete, uncut, orig. cloth backed boards, paper labels. (2) * An exceptionally fine clean copy. €300 - 400

484 Plumptre (Anne) Narrative of a Residence in Ireland, lg. 4to L. 1817. First Edn., hf. title, port. fronts & 11 lg. sepia pls. (some fold.) complete, uncut, later cloth backed boards. V. clean copy. (1) €200 - 300

485 Kermode (P.M.C.) Manx Crosses, or The Inscribed and Sculptured Monuments of the Isle of Man from about the End of the Fifth to the Beginning of the Thirteenth Century. Lg. thick 4to L. 1907. First Edn., thick paper, cold map, pls. thro.-out, uncut, fine orig. gilt decor. buckram. (1) €100 - 160

486 Co. Cork: Adjourned Presentment Sessions - Preparatory to Summer Assizes 1895. with Schedules of Presentments Granted, etc. etc. Folio Cork (J. Mahony) 1895. Sole Edn., fold. tables etc., m/ss annots & additions etc. approx. 750pp. cont. hf. mor. spine loose. As is. Scarce. (1) €225 - 350


488 Bacon (Sir Francis) Sylva Sylvarum or A Natural History, roy Bvo. L. (J.H. for Wm. Lee) 1631. THIRD EDN., engd. port. fronts & add. engd t.p., bound with New Atlantis, A Work Unfinished, contemp. full calf, recent reback & labels. (1) €120 - 180


491 Co. Meath: Armstrong (Wm.) A Map of the Estate of the Co-heiresses of the late James Wilson Esq., in the County of Meath (Parsonstown Section) Surveyed and divided in seven shares ... 1814. A very large manuscript and hand coloured map, on three linen backed parts, overall approx. 102” x 56” the legend, in seven sections lists the town lands, acreage, number on map & tenants names. In very good condition. In orig. marbled slip case. As a manuscript, w.a.f. (1) €400 - 600

492 Hand-Coloured Plates: de Moleville (M. Bertraud) The Costumes of the Hereditary States of The House of Austria, trans. by R.C. Dallas. Folio L. 1804. titles & text in English & French, hd. cold. frontis (loose) & 49 full page hd. cold. pls. complete, a.e.g. cont. full straight grained crimson mor. lg. tooled gilt borders and spine. (1) €300 - 400


494 Indian Military: Egerton (Lt. Gen. Sir C.C.) & others, editors Secunderbad Divisional / Station Directory, December 1904 - April 1923, together 18 vols., 8vo all orig. ptd. wrappers. As a lot, w.a.f. (1) €80 - 130

495 Swift - Orrery (John, Earl of,) Remarks on the Life and Writings of Dr. Jonathan Swift, In a Series of Letters ... . 8vo L. 1752 Fourth. Engd. port. frontis., cont. sprinkled calf, joints cracked, worn; [Delaney (Dr. Patrick)] Observations upon Lord Orrery’s Remarks on the Life and Writings of Dr. Jonathan Swift; 8vo D. 1754. First Dublin Edn., title page inscribed ‘Allicia Synge’, uncut, hf. calf; Barrett (Rev. J.) An Essay on The Earlier Part of the Life of Swift... To which are Subjoined Several Pieces ascribed to Swift; 8vo L. 1808. First Edn., later mor. backed boards. (3) €160 - 220

496 Plummer (Chas.) Venerabilis Baedae Historica, 2 vols. 8vo Oxford (Clarendon Press) 1896. First Edn., in fine prize binding, full calf, dbl. gilt fillet & blind borders, profusely gilt spines in panels, red & blue mor. labels, with armorial of Glasgow University on front covers. V. good. (2) €120 - 180


498 Poetry: Drennan (Dr.) Glendalough & Other Poems, D. 1859. O’Hagan (J.) The Song of Roland. L. 1883; Brayton (Teresa) Songs of the Dawn and Irish Ditties, N.Y. 1913; Sigerson (Dora) Love of Ireland, Poems & Ballads, D. 1916; & others. A lot. (1) €80 - 130


501 Lysaght (Ed.) Poems by the Late Edward Lysaght, Esq., Barrister at Law, 12mo D. 1811. First Edn., engd. port. fronts, list of subs., cont. calf, gilt fillet borders, mor. label. Good. (1) €100 - 150

502 1798: [Stock (Bishop Joseph)] ‘An Eye-Witness’ A Narrative of what Passed at Killaloe, in the County of Mayo, and the Parts Adjacent, during the French Invasion in the Summer of 1798, 8vo D. 1800. First Edn., 182pp cont. hf. green mor., raised bands, mor. label. V. good copy. Scarce. (1) €140 - 200

503 Signed Presentation Copy Binding: [Butler (Chas.)] Horae Siblicae, Being a Connected Series of Miscellaneous Notes on the ... Old and New Testament, 8vo Oxford 1799. First Edn., a.e.g., in cont. straight grained mor. blind & gilt fillet borders & gilt tooled spine by Riley, Lond., with ticket. (1) * Pres. Copy to Dr. O‘Connor from author, & from Dr. O’Conner to H. Macdermot, Coolavin, Co. Roscommon. €100 - 150

504 Dewar (Daniel) Observations on The Character, Customs and Superstitions of The Irish: and On Some of the Causes which have retarded the moral and political improvement of Ireland. 8vo L. 1812. First Edn., hf. title, recent full cloth. Not in Gilbert. Bradshaw 7744; also, Anderson (Christopher) Historical Sketches of the Native Irish and their Descendants, sm. 8vo Edin. 1830. Second Edn., cont. hf. mor. mor. label. (2) €100 - 150

IMPERFECTIONS NOT STATED
505
Burke (Sir B.) Vicitissimes of Families and Other Essays. 3 vols. L. 1861. Fifth Series 1-3, contemporary hf. mor., marble boards, decor. spine and mor. labels. Clean Set. (3) €75 - 125

506
Kilmanery: Croker (T. Crofton) Killanery Legends: Arranged as a Guide to the Lakes. 12mo L. 1853. First Edn., engd. addl. title & frontis pls. etc; Graves (A. Perceval) Songs of Killanery, 12mo L. 1873. First Edn., both orig. gilt cloth; Guide to Killanery and Glengariff, 12mo D. 1835, 7 engd. pls. hf. vellum, worm; Black’s Guide to Killanery and the South of Ireland, 12mo Edn. 1870, illus. gilt cloth; Nelson & Sons, Souvenir of the Lakes of Killanery and Glengariff, sm. 4to L. 1892, 24 fine cold. illus. on 12 plts. other 1870, illus. gilt cloth; Loftie (Rev. W.J.) Views in Wicklow and Killanery, 4to L. 1875, 6 chromos & other illus., orig. gilt decor. cloth. As a lot. (6) €100 - 160

507

508
Fahey (J.) The History and Antiquities of the Diocese of Kilmacduagh, 8vo D. 1893. First Edn., sepia pls., cloth, v. good; also Kilmacduagh and Aodhameelavane, article by same author, taken from R.S.A.I. Journal, with illus., recent full crimson mor. (2) €100 - 150

509
Fiddmeister (Dr. W.) Travels in Ceylon and Continental India, 8vo Edn. 1848. First English Edn., orig. cloth; Kinglake) Ed. Eothen, 8vo L. 1845. Third Edn., fold. hd. cold. frontis., recent qtr. crimson mor. (2) €100 - 150

510
Rare Irish Children’s Book Londonderry (The Marchioness of) The Magic Ink-Pot, sm. 4to L. 1928. First Edn., text illus., fold. tables etc., cloth. Good. (1) €120 - 170

511
Land in Ireland: Digest of Evidence taken before ... Commissioners of Inquiry into the state of the Law and Practice in Respect to the Occupation of Land in Ireland, 2 vols. D. 1847. First Edn., fold. & other pls., some hd. cold., text illus., fold. tables etc., cloth. Good. Scarce. (2) €160 - 240

512
Carleton (Wm.) Traits and Stories of The Irish Peasantry. 2 vols. 8vo D. 1843. New Edn., engd. pls. cont. hf. green mor; also Tales and Stories of the Irish Peasantry, 8vo D. 1846, engd. pls. uniform hf. green mor; and Eight Edition of same, 2 vols. L. 1868, cloth, gilt All v. good. (5) €140 - 200

513

514

515
Laffan (Thomas) Tipperary’s Families: Being the Hearth Money Records for 1665 - 6 - 7, 4to D. 1911. First Edn., orig. cloth, good; McCarthy (S. Trant) The McCarraths of Munster, Dunlalk 1922. First Edn., illus., cloth; White (J.) My Connel Scrap Book, Waterford 1907. First Edn., illus. cloth. (3) €140 - 200

516
Holmes (George) Sketches of Some of the Southern Counties of Ireland. Collected During a Tour in the Autumn of 1797... 8vo L. 1801. First Edn., 7 plates (6 epia), cont. calf, gilt border, gilt spine with trophy cup motif, mor. label. V. clean copy. (1) €140 - 200

517

518

519
Ferrar (John) A View of Ancient and Modern Dublin with its Improvements to the Year 1796, To which is added A Tour to Belleview in the County of Wicklow, The Seat of Peter la Touche, 8vo D. 1796. First Edn., engd. frontis., engd. dedit, list of subscribers, + 6 pls.; bound with A Tour from Dublin to London in 1795, D. 1796. engd. dedit., & 1 sepia pls., uncmt, unopened, orig. boards, tall copy. V. good. (1) €160 - 220

520
Binding: Moore (Thos.) Lalla Rookh, 8vo L. 1817. Ninth, with engravings by Richard Westall. Add. engd. title, & 5 pls. a e.g, silk ends, tooled gilt doublers, full tan mor. tooled gilt borders, corner decorations, central lozengers, and gilt spine in panels. Good. (1) €100 - 150

521
Catholics Affairs: Mr. O’Leary’s Defence: Containing a Vindication of his conduct and writings during the late Disturbances in Munster,... 8vo Cork (Wm. Flynn) 1787. Second Edn., lacks some pp. of preface, cont. hf. calf; Hippsley - Substance of the Speech of Sir John Cox Hippsley, Bart. on seconding the motion of the Rt. Hon. Henry Grattan to refer the Petition of the Roman Catholics of Ireland.... 8vo D. 1810. Second Edn., uncut, orig. boards. (2) €100 - 150

522
Campbell (Thos.) A Philosophical Survey of the South of Ireland, in a Series of Letters to John Watkinson, M.D. 8vo L. 1777. First Edn., engd. fold. fronts & 5 other pls. (4 fold). old cloth, needs re-binding; [Gamble (J.)] Sketches of History, Politics and Manners taken in Dublin, and The North of Ireland, in the Autumn of 1810, 8vo L. 1811. hf. calf, worn. (2) €70 - 100

523
In Fine Contemporary Binding 1798: Foster - Speech of the Rt. Hon. John Foster, Speaker of the House of Commons of Ireland, delivered ... on Thursday 11th April, 1799. 8vo D. (James Moore) 1799. First Edn., 113pp., B.P. of R.M. Shaw, in full cont. tree calf, narrow gilt decor. border + spine, mor. label. V. good. (1) €120 - 180

524

526
Hyde (Douglas) Beside the Fire, A Collection of Irish Gaelic Folk Stories, 8vo L. 1910. First Edn., cloth; Neligan (H.L.) True Irish Ghost Stories, D. 1926, d.w.; Seymour (St. John D.) Irish Witchcraft and Demonology, D. 1913, cloth. (3) €100 - 150

527

528

529
Luddy (Maria)ed. Irish Women’s Writing 1839 - 1888, 6 vols, thick 8vo L. 1998. Orig. cloth. As new. (6) €70 - 120


532 Joyce (James) Finnegans Wake, Roy Bvo L. (Faber) 1939. First Edn., hf. title, (VIII) 628pp, pencil inscription on front pasted down Ex Libris Eibihlin Mc Graine? 1939; in wine cloth, & with orig. d.w., repaired, otherwise a good clean copy. (1) €400 - 600

533 Important Murder Mystery Trilogy

Wheatley (Dennis) Murder off Miami, “Who killed Robert Prentice?” & The Malinsay Massacre,” planned by J.G. Links, 3 vols. all 4to, ptd. wrappers, each vol. with interleaved annotations and sample clues and artefact. Rare set, clean copies. (3)

Denis Wheatley (1897 - 1977) was a prolific and highly successful writer of detective fiction, one of the world’s best-selling authors from the 1930s to the 1960s. In 1936 he embarked on a completely new type of novel - a mystery in which the readers were offered facsimiles of what purported to be original documents and artefacts, providing them with enough clues to solve a crime themselves. Murder off Miami was the prototype, in which a detective investigates the disappearance of English tycoon Bolitho Blane from a yacht off the Florida coast in 1936. Despite the time of English tycoon Bolitho Blane from a yacht off the Florida coast in 1936. Despite the time


Fifth; & another sim.; also Burke (Sir B.), A Visitation of the Seats and Arms of the Noblemen and Gentlemen, 2 vols. roy Bvo L. 1855. Second Series, With many fine litho pls. of Irish Houses, etc., cloth. (5) €120 - 180


538 Lepper (J. Heron) & Crosse (Philip) & Parkinson (R.E.) History of the Grand Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons of Ireland, 2 vols. roy 8vo D. 1925 - 1957, First Edns., cold. & other illust. fold. pts. etc. thro-out, orig. blue cloth. V. good. (2)


541 R.J.A. Offprints: O’Flaherty (John T.) A Sketch of the History and Antiquities of the Southern Islands of Aran, lying off the West Coast of Ireland; with Observations on the Religion of the Celtic Nations, Pagan Monuments of the Early Irish, Druidic Rites etc.;... 4to D. Jan. 1824. Pp 79 - 139, recent full cloth, mor. label; also Hardiman (James) Ancient Irish Deeds and Writings, chiefly relating to Landed Property, from the 12th to the 17th Century with translations, Notes, and a preliminary Essay, 4to D. Feb. 1826. Pp 2 - 95, engd. pt., recent full boards. (2) €100 - 150

542 The Tain in German

Kinsella (Thos.) & le Brocquy (L.) Der Rinderraub, Altruirische Epos. Sm. folio Munich (Heimeran Verlag) 1976. With le Brocquy illustrations, decor. ends, white cloth, & pict. d.w. (1) €100 - 150

543 O’Neill (Henry) The Fine Arts and Civilization of Ancient Ireland; folio L. 1863. First Edn., cold. litho frontis & 6 others sim. (1 dbl. page), text illus., orig. decor. cloth, gilt. (1) €150 - 200

544 Periodical: The Scottish Celtic Review, Nos 1 – 4, (All Published) together 4 nos. roy Bvo Glasgow Tow March 1881 - July 1885. Cont. fine crushed crimson mor. raised bands, fine gilt tooled panels, by Blackwell. As a periodical, w.a.f. Fine copy. (1) €75 - 120

545 Nash-Williams (V.E.) The Early Christian Monuments of Wales, 4to Cardiff 1950. First Edn., 71 illus. pts. text illus., cloth & d.w. Good. (1) €70 - 100

546 Maleolster (R.A.S.) Muireadach Abbot of Monasterboice 890 - 923, A.D. His Life and Surroundings, Folio D. 1914. First Edn., illus. thro-out, pts. etc., orig. cloth backed decor. boards. With m/s letter inserted from Mr. Peter Harbison; and 1 other volume. (1) €80 - 120

547 Williams (Rev. Robert) Lexicon Cornu-Britannicum: A Dictionary of the ancient Celtic Language of Cornwall,... The Synonyms are also given in the Cognate Dialects of Welsh, Armoric, Irish, Gaelic and Manx; 1865, First Edn., With m/s note & other items from author tipped-in, cont. hf. calf, rebacked, orig. tooled gilt spine laid down, mor. labels. V. good copy. Rare. (1) €70 - 120

548 Stokes (Margaret) Early Christian Architecture in Ireland, folio L. 1878; Champneys (A.C.) Irish Ecclesiastical Architecture, folio L. 1910; Evans (Estyn) Pre-Historic and Early Christian Ireland, tall 8vo L. 1966. All First Edns. (3) €90 - 140

549 Messingham (Thos.) Florilegium Insulae Sanctorum seu Vitae et Acta Sanctorum Hiberniae, Sm. folio Paris 1624. First Edn., red & bl. title with engd. vignette of Saints Columbia, Patrick and Brigid, three other engraved portraits of saints, wd. cut initials, tails and other decorations, errata on end leaf, later full calf, dble. gilt fillet borders, raised bands, tooled gilt decor panels, recent mor. labels. V. Good Copy. (1) €700 - 1000


IMPERFECTIONS NOT STATED
551 Limited to 200 Copies Only


553 Petrie (George) The Ecclesiastical Architecture of Ireland, ... An Essay on the Origin and Use of the Round Towers of Ireland. Lg. 4to D. (R.L.A.) 1845, First Edn., also ditto. sm. folio D. 1845. Second Edn., illus. thro-out in both, & both orig. blind decor. cloth. (2) €100 - 150

554 Very Fine Copy
Brewer (J.N.) The Beauties of Ireland; 2 vols. [All Published], roy 8vo L. 1825. First Edn., 2 engd. frontts & 22 engd. views, fine cont. hf. dark green mor., gilt spine. V. good copy. (2) €220 - 250

555 In Fine Binding
Genealogy: Livingston (Edwin Brockholst) The Livingstons of Callander and their Principal Cadets, The History of an Old Stirlingshire Family. Lg. 4to Edn. 1920. New Edn. Full page fold. frontts cold. & other pts., cont. hf. green mor. profusely tooled gilt spine, mor. labels by Hatchards. V. good copy. (1) €100 - 150

556 Pool (Rob.) & Cash (John) Views of the Most Remarkable Public Buildings, Monuments and other Edifices in the City of Dublin, 4to D. (for J. Williams) 1780. First Edn., engd. title, list of subs., lg. fold. Plan of Dublin 1610, & a smaller sim. ditto, & 29 engd. full page pts., later hf. vellum, mor. label. (1) €550 - 750


559 Sutton (Martin J.) Permanent and Temporary Pastures, ... Natural Grasses and Cavers, sm. folio L. 1895. Fifth Edn. Hf. title, 23 pts., adver. leaf at end, orig. cloth. V. good. (1) €75 - 120

560 Meyer (Kuno), Stern (L. Chr.), Thurneysen (R.), Pokorny (J.) & others. Zeitschrift fur Celtische Philologie, Vols. 1 - 13, complete Halle 1897 - 1921. First Edns., some pts. & illus. cont. hf. green mor., marble paper sides. V. good set. As a periodical. V. Scarce. (13) €300 - 400

561 One of Only 25 Special Signed Copies

562 Sandler (Lucy F.) The Peterborough Psalter in Brussels and other Fenland Manuscripts, Lg. folio L. 1974. Second Edn., illus. thro-out in both, & both orig. blind decor. cloth. (2) €40 - 70

563 Five Coloured Lithographic Plates
Marcus Ward & Co. Publ., Five Chromo-Lithographic Drawings, Representing an Irish Ecclesiastical Bell, which ... belonged to Saint Patrick. ... Atlas folio Belfast (Marcus Ward & Co.) 1850. Second Edn., 5 cold. litho pts., & orig. green ptd. boards, worn, now in full light green cloth. Scarce. (1) €200 - 300


567 Illustrated Volume: Goldsmith (Oliver) The Vicar of Wakefield, Lg. 4to, L. 1914, illustrated by Edmund J. Sullivan, cold. fronts & 15 cold. plates (complete) in contemp. hf. leather, marble boards, clean copy. (1) €80 - 120

568 Engraved Plates & Other Illus: Turner and Ruskin - The Harbours of England, atlas folio L. c. 1865, & 11 full page pts. (ex. 12) loose in binding, orig. gilt cloth; Fairlie (Mrs. Ied. Portraits of the Children of the Nobility, lg. atlas folio L. 1838. 10 full page pts. after A.E. Chalon, orig. gilt cloth; Burgess (H.W.) Studies of Trees, oblong folio L. 1837, 12 full page pts., cloth; Hungary Illustrated. A Review of Hungary’s Past and Present, lg. 4to Budapest 1929. Cold. & other illus., adverts etc; Royalty in New Zealand, The Visits of ... Duke & Duchess of Cornwall & York, folio Wellington 1901, illus. cloth; The Great Memorial in Washington, lg. 4to Washington 1924. As a lot, w.a.f. (6) €80 - 120

569 Coen (Rev. Martin) The Wardenship of Galway 1791 - 1831, folio Galway 1867. Typescript, 195pp, cloth backed boards. (1) €75 - 100

570 Racing & Hunting: The Sportsman British Sports and Sportsmen - Racing Coursing and Steeplechasing, folio L. 1911, Part 1, Ltd. Edn. 422 (1000) copies, illus.; Hunting, folio L. 1912, defective, illus., matching cloth; Elliot (E.C.) Fifty Leaders of British Sport, lg. 4to L. 1904, illus., gilt decor., cloth, as a lot, w.a.f. (3) €70 - 100

571 Prints: A bound volume of coloured, sepia and black and white Prints, some folding, of political, historical and theatrical figures from the 1880’s, from “The Supplement to Society”, from January 1883 - March 1886, in contemp. hf. binding with gilt decorated spine, as prints, w.a.f. (1) €120 - 180

572 One of 25 Copies

All contents and images are subject to copyright
573  From the Library of William Charles Macready


* Macready, an actor, not only a significant actor, but also a public intellectual. Various volumes annotated by Macready, and some are heavily annotated, with cutting and amusing comments, protesting against Hume's account of Charles.

€200 - 300

574  National Manuscripts of Ireland


Unfortunately some of these documents collected by Gilbert were destroyed when the Public Records Office was burned down in 1922, making this work all the more important. Complete sets of this splendid production, particularly in this condition are now of great rarity.

€3000 - 4000


578  Atlas: Bacon (Geo. W.) New Ordnance Atlas of the British Isles. Lg. folio L. 1883. Printed title, 32 + 1 engd. dbl. page cold. maps & plans, all linen backed, the verso of some maps with small damp stains, not affecting map fronts, all edges gilt, orig. hf. mor. gilt lettered front cover. As an Atlas, w.a.f. (1) €300 - 500


580  Postcards & Cigarette Cards: A large collection of "Players" & Wills Cards, including Military and Navy etc., (Album), "Sights of Britain," Wild Flowers, Radio Celebrities Association Footballers (1935 - 36), "Railway Engines," "Cycling" "National Flags and Arms," "Fresh Water Fishes," Naval Craft, and Royal (Wills and John Player) mostly Albums; together with miscellaneous Albums and a shoe box of v varied Postcards - Animals, Bamforth 1930's - 50's, Quinten etc., as a lot, w.a.f. (1) €800 - 1000

581  Cigarette Cards: A large collection of cards, various cigarette brands, and numerous titles, including military, sports, etc., contained mostly in a variety of original cigarette boxes, and an empty album. As a lot, w.a.f. (1) €40 - 60

582  Postcards: A large Bundle of various Irish, English and Continental Postcards including real photographic, coloured and cartoons of topographical, historical and other interest, as a lot, w.a.f. (1) €50 - 80

583  Postcards: Early Continental Cards, mostly Gruss-Aus type, postally used, approx. 65 cards in all, as a lot, w.a.f. (1) €45 - 75

584  Postcards: General interest. Six silk embroidered cards include Lord. Kitchener, other cards of military leaders, musicians, some royalty etc., together 19 cards, good lot. As a collection, w.a.f. (1) €75 - 100

585  Postcards: A comprehensive collection of varied Cards, include Irish Topographical Cards, Comic Cards, English Topographical cards, Cards of Cats & Animals, Children, etc., and good collection of more modern Cards on Rhodesia, South Africa etc., together approx. 230 cards in all, most postally used, as a coll, w.a.f. (1) €60 - 80

586  Postcards etc: Small box of postcards, most postally used, mostly Continental interest, some Irish & American cards, & other items, includ. card "We are the Champions," signed by Muhammad Ali & Pat Quinn, over 200 cards, as a lot, w.a.f. (1) €75 - 100

587  Bank Note: Irish, Currency Commission Consolidated Bank Note. The Bank of Ireland, £1 Note Ploughman Design issued 6.5.29, numbered 02 8A 056268, some creases, nice example. (1) €130 - 180

588  Bank Notes: [Banc Ceanann na hEireann] A large and varied Bundle including:

* Series A (Lady Lavery) £10 (10.5.65), £5 (12.8.68), £1 other;

* Series B (W.B. Yeats) £20 (3), (Jonathan Swift) £10 (S) Scutoss £5 (2), (Meabh) £1 (1);

* Series C (Daniel O'Connell) £20 (1); (James Joyce) £10 (1); (Catherine McAuley) £5 (2); as a collection, w.a.f. (1) €250 - 320

589  Bank Notes & Coins: Irish, English and International, a large collection of Irish Issued Notes, A.B. & C. Series, Foreign Notes, Commemorative Coins, American Dollars, Irish Coinage, English Crowns and other Coins; also a diverse Collection of Tokens and early 19th Century Coins. An interesting collection. As a lot, w.a.f. (1) €400 - 500

590  Programmes: Athletics (Co. Tipperary) A collection of 11 Official Programmes for Athletics & Cycling Championships, mostly at Nenagh from 1906 - 1943, pttd. wrappers, as a collection, w.a.f. (1) €100 - 150


* The earliest book written on Gaelic Football.

€150 - 200

592  1946 All-Ireland Hurling Final

G.A.A.: Hurling 1946, Craobh lomana na hEireann, Programme Kilkenny V. Cork, 8vo D. 1946, 24pps, illus. & adverts throughout, pttd. wrappers. Good. (1) €120 - 140

593  The First All-Ireland Outside Ireland

G.A.A.: Football 1947, Official Souvenir Programme All-Ireland Football Championship Final at Polo Grounds, New York - Cavan V. Kerry, 4to N.Y. 1947, 64pps, illus & adverts. pttd. wrappers, some staining, otherwise good. Rare.

* Cavan beat Kerry, who were attempting two in a row. Cavan under the captancy of J.J. O'Reilly claimed their 3rd title which was the first and only title won outside of Ireland.

€250 - 350

594  All Ireland Hurling Final 1952 Dublin v. Cork


* This was the Leesiders first three in a row as they beat the Dubs 2.14 to 0.7 to claim their 17th title.

€80 - 100

595  G.A.A. Interest: Wall (Tony) Hurling, 8vo D. 1965 (Second) illus., pttd. wrappers; Macken (Ulltan) Eddie Keher's Hurling Life, 8vo D. (The Mercier Press) 1978, First, illus. cloth & d.j.; Doyle (T.) A Lifetime in Hurling, 8vo L. (1955), illus., cloth d.j. (xerox); 1962 All-Ireland Programme (Football) Kerry V. Roscommon; 1965 All-Ireland Programme (Football) Kerry V. Galway; 1967 All-Ireland Programme (Football) Cork V. Meath, as a lot, w.a.f. (6) €250 - 320

Busby; together with a black and white Waldorf Astoria Hotel "Best Wishes - Matt Matthew)

O’Connell under sponsors “Toyota” sign, size Jersey by Adidas - signed on front by “Paul Rugby: Munster Rugby

as a collection, w.a.f. (1) €150 - 200

one Centenary Connacht Football Final (1984), (H); 2002 (F); 2003 (H); 2005 (H); and following years: 1966 (F); 1973 (F); 1974 (F); 1994 (H); 1996 (H); 1997 (H); 1998 (F) 1999 (F); 2001 (H); 2002 (F); 2003 (F); 2005 (H); and one Centenary Connacht Football Final (1984), as a collection, w.a.f. (1) €150 - 200

THEATRE EDITIONS

Yeats (W.B.) The Green Helmet, Stratford-upon-Avon (Shakespeare Head Press) 1911, First Theatre Edn. also Deirdre, Stratford, 1914; Cathleen ni Houlihan, Stratford 1911, both Second Theatre Edns.; also The Hour-Glass, A Morality, and The Pot of Broth, L [1905] and 1911, all orig. ptd. wrappers. A good lot. (5)

€70 - 120

RARE COMPLETE SET

Yeats, (W.B.)led. Samhain. [An Annual Review] Edited for the Irish Literary Theatre by W.B. Yeats, numbered dated October 1901, October 1902, September 1903, December 1904, November 1905, December 1906, November 1908, the complete set of seven, sm qto brown wrs, stitched. Some wrappers worn and chipped or loose, o.w.v.g.

Includes regular articles on theatre affairs by Yeats himself, also contributions by Douglas Hyde (original plays), Lady Gregory, AE., J.M. Synge (first publication of ‘Riders to the Sea’ and ‘In the Shadow of the Glen’), etc. etc. An essential guide to the work of the Abbey Theatre in its glory years. Complete original sets are now very scarce. (1) €200 - 300

SUPPRESSED ON PUBLICATION

O’Byrne (Dermot) A Dublin Ballad and Other Poems, 4to D. (The Candle Press) 1918, Ltd. Edn. 425 copies, 24pps, ptd. wrappers, clean copy. (1) €80 - 120

€606

Sheedy (Kieran), RTE Radio Producer. An album containing an Archive of letters and documents, including an ALS from John Mc Gahern, December 1984, another from Tom Murphy, Jan. 1976; notes from John B. Keane, 1994; a card from John Arden; ALS from Tomas O’Flaich, 1970; press documentation for President Nixon’s visit to Ireland; accreditation for Prix Italia 1976 and 1981; annotated typescript of ‘The Honey Spike’ by Bryan Mc Mahon; typescript (carbon copy) of ‘Last and Final Appearance’, a radio play by Padraic Fallon, and other similar items, relating to his time at R.T.E.. As a collection, w.a.f. (1) €180 - 250

€607

Pearse (P.H.) Bodach an Chota Lachtna, 12mo D. (Chomnord na Gaedhilge) 1906, First Edn., frontis, errata slip, orig. decor. wrappers. Scarce. (1) €100 - 150

€608

Irish Theatre: Large Irish linen printed handkerchief, Sold by the Irish Players at $1.00 towards a building to save Sir Hugh Lane’s Great Gift of Pictures for Ireland, April 1913, Illustrated with group scene of the players and individual portraits, signed by W.B. Yeats, Lady A. Gregory & other, folded in original envelope; also Irish Plays: by Mr. W.B. Yeats, Mr. J.M. Synge, Mr. Wm. Boyle, and Lady Gregory, Toured under the Direction of Alfred Wareing, Summer 1906. 8vo booklet, 12pp. with tipped in illus. & ports., orig. brown card boards, with female port. on front cover. Both in excellent condition. & v. rare. (2)

Provenance: Lady Gregory’s grand-daughter Mrs Catherine Kennedy.

€250 - 350

€609


€610

Photographs: Good half length Portrait of George Bernard Shaw, looking right, holding an open book, approx. 6¼” x 4½”, unframed. Scarce. (1) €80 - 120

€611

The Dolmen Chapbook

[Dolmen Press] The Dolmen Chapbook A Miscellany in Twelve Parts, in port folio. Ltd. Edn., ptd. in red, blue & black, illustrated, loose, issued in original ptd. wrappers, D. (Dolmen Press) 1954-60, one contemp. facsimile (Wexford Carol), rare to find complete sets. Clean Copy. (1) €300 - 400

€612


€613

Harry Clarke, (1889 - 1931)

Study for a Bookplate - “Depicting an Elegant Young Woman in floral Dress, surrounded by an attractive border,” pen and ink, approx. 9cms x 8cms (3½” x 3”), unsigned. (1)

Provenance: Cynthia O’Connor & Co., Dublin, purchased by the present vendor. €350 - 450

€614

Hand Coloured Greeting Cards : Cluna Studio - Dublin A small Bundle of attractive hand coloured Cluna Cards, illustrated by Naomi Heather, Dorothy Blackburn, etc., as a collection. (1) €80 - 120

€615

Scarc O’hUigin Item


€616

Freyer (Dermot) Rhymes and Vanities: Verses in Lighter Vein, L. 1907, First, uncut, unopened in orig. boards; also Night on the River and Other Stories, (by same author), Cambridge 1923. Lim. Edn. 100 Copies Only, uncut, cloth & orig. d.w.; Sheepshanks (Beatrice) The Blue Hat and the Buffalo, Dublin (Selorna Press) [1953], Lim. Edn. No. 26 of 45 Copies Only, printed by hand by Michael G. Freyer, orig. wrappers. All Ex. Scarce. (3) €80 - 120

€617

Heaney (Seamus) Copy of Derry Journal for Friday 31st Jan. 1997, containing a poem by Heaney, entitled “The Road to Derry,” believed to be its First Appearance in print; also other related newspaper material; Fennell (Des.) Whatever You Say, Say Nothing, Why Seamus Heaney is No. 1, 4to D. 1991, First Edn., boards; and [O’Casey (Sean)] The Story of the Irish Citizen Army, 8vo D 1919. First Edn. of Author’s First Book, wrappers. A lot. (1) €100 - 150
619
Ryan, (Frederick William) K.M. (1883-1956) Archivist and historian of the Order of Malta. An interesting and diverse Portfolio containing:
- MS translation of “Mémoire sur l’état civil et religieux des Allemands à Paris lors de l’occupation allemande de 1870-1871”
- “Carnets de voyage de Coquebert de Montbret” containing an account of his reports on Ireland. Typescr ipt by FWR, Dublin, 1928. 25 + 19 pp.
- Peacock’s Polite Repository or Pocket Book Companion, 1806. “The gift of George John Murphy to his wife Rebecca, given to her the first of October 1807”
- Approx 20 drawings and water colours, mostly by FWR, of Irish buildings and views (Ballitore, Menlough Castle, Derrynane, Ratoath House and Church …)
- Sketch of North Wall Point, Dublin: with wounded soldiers being taken off the Carrisbrooke Castle, Ash Wednesday 1915
- St Teresa’s Church, Clarendon St., Dublin, with calendar for 1942
- MS birthday card with poem and Irish emblems (round tower, harp, wolfhound, shamrocks), 20 November 1901
- Drawings by M.J. Allingham of Abbey Annexe and Ballyshannon Bridge, Co. Donegal, with accompanying letter, 1946
- Photo of Dr John Charles McQuaid, President of Ireland, in 1879
- Photos of the controversial Irish nationalist for a challenge to a recent election result, & Kickham Committee, ‘chairman Dr. M.J. ’Fellow-Countrymen,’ issued by ‘The Rossa Companion’ (Ballitore, Menlough Castle, Derrynane, Ratoath House and Church …)

620
Cuala Press Prints: Three original hand coloured Cuala Prints, after designs by Jack B. Yeats, and with verses in Irish by Padraic Mac Piarais, and An Chraobhín, and two others, bl & white, good lot. (1) €80 - 120

621
Tipperary’s Appeal to the People of Ireland in Exile and at Home. Leaflet, addressed to ‘Fellow-Countrymen,’ issued by ‘The Rossa & Kickham Committee,’ chairman Dr. M.J. Cahalan, Tipperary. Leaflet, quarto, on good quality paper, seeking funds from Nationalists for a challenge to a recent election result, possibly circa 1860 - 80. Scarce. (1) €150 - 200

622

623

624
Coloured Litho Plates
Nister (E.) Lithographers, Ernest Nister’s Calendar for 1893, Lg. 4to L. 1893. 12 attractive litho pts., with orig. ties. (1) €120 - 170

625
Genealogy: Trench (Henry) Trench Pedigree, folio Congort Park, Roscrea, January 1st, 1878. Sole Edn., 18 folio pts. bound with cloth back. Very good & clean. (1) * Ex Scarce, only a very limited number commissioned for the family. €130 - 180

626

627
Extremely Rare Booklet

628
Chonnraddr na Gaeldhgle - Gaelic League of Ireland Ndíolga Mhath Chugat thaw saile O’Chonnraddr na Gaeldgile vEirinn, Ndíolga 1911, A most attractive Irish printed Christmas Card, signed S. Maxwell, in five colours with Celtic designs, & American flag and eagle. Unusually item. Rare. (1) €80 - 120

629
Watercolours: Fremantle (Florence) An Album of 25 original watercolours, “Wild Flowers,” each approx. 8” x 6”; and tipped onto card sheets, in card covers. As watercolours, w.a.f. (1) * The artist was a sister of Lord Cotterloe. €125 - 175

630
Watercolours: A group of 3 watercolours, one of Continental Street Scene, Malines, signed E. Nevi; another, Portrait Study of a Young Girl, signed Morosini; and an original signed Japanese watercolour. As a lot, w.a.f. (3) €80 - 120

631
“The Callous Demon”
Mac Lochlainn (D.) A Comic Book produced in 1952 while at school (St. Conleth’s) by Dana Mac Lochlainn, with help from the late John Gilmartin, cultural campaigner and promoter of the Arts in Ireland. Each issue consists of 16 pages, 26cms x 19cms, the front cover being in colour, and contains the adventures of Edward Smit (The “Callous Demon” who takes revenge on the murderers of his family) and other nefarious characters. Nos 3, 5, 6 and 8 of the set. Copies sold at 4d each and are enlivened with advertisements for Odearest mattresses, Rolos etc, as a m:ss. (1) €150 - 200

632
William Biscome Gardner, 1847 - 1919
Watercolour: “A Rocky bend on the River;” signed, approx. 27cms x 18cms (10½” x 7”) unframed, (1) * Artist & Wood Engraver illustrated for Pall Mall Gazette, & Illustrated London News. €80 - 120

633
“Have You Ever Crossed the Sea to Ireland”
Music Interest: A signed printed Photograph of Margaret Burke Sheridan dated Oct. 8th, 1943, pt. on reverse (Giorgio Favilla, Dublin), together with the suppressed H.M.V. Record on Sheridan’s famous song “Galway Bay” conducted by Terry Connor, as a lot, w.a.f. (1) €150 – 200

634
Anti-Popery Broadsides
Large Sheet, 76 x 50 cm, containing 18 illustrations of the iniquities of the Roman Catholic Church. Entitled “Popery as it used to be, is, and ever will be, or, the Mysteries of the Inquisition unveiled.” Published by G. Peirce, 310, Strand [London]. Given away with no. 1 of ‘The Mysteries of the Inquisition. Price one penny.’ The 18 illustrations spare no details of the cruelty and perversion attributed to the Roman clergy: “The Popish Hot Water Cure” depicts a bound victim having boiling water poured over his feet; In “The Popish Torture Chamber” a young woman in tormented with a snake, revealing her bare legs as she writhes in disgust; In “The Popish Confessional” a priest touches up a young female penitent - and so on. This broadsheet was issued to accompany George Peirce’s serial publication in 1844-45 of his translation of Les Mystères de l’Inquisition by G. de Fereal (the pseudonym of poetess Victoire Germillon), a novel about the 16th-century Spanish Inquisition. A rival translation by G.W.Mac A. Reynolds was published simultaneously in his London Journal; both versions sold well and helped to fuel English romophobia in the years leading to the re-establishment of the Catholic hierarchy in 1850. (1) €200 - 300

635
**636**

"A Plunger of the Past"

**Manuscript:** Donegal (Marquis of) A manuscript account (3 folio pages) of the spendthrift life style and marital affairs of George (Recte Arthur) Chichester, first Marquis of Donegall (1739 - 1799) and of his son the second Marquess (1769 - 1844). A tabloid style narrative written c. 1850, with some politically incorrect references to persons traditionally associated with money lending. Curiously, the writer failed to record the problem associated with the second Marquess's wife - the daughter of a Co. Waterford baronet he had met when imprisoned for debt - who turned out to be both under age and illegitimate. As a m/s/s, w.a.f. Interesting document. (1)

---

**€125 - 175**

**637**

**Manuscript:** A small octavo notebook relating to Irish Antiquities, monuments, fossils etc., c. 1960. A manuscript of approx. 101pp (the remainder blank), with news cuttings and other inserts. The author, who writes in a neat hand, has not so far been identified. He gives descriptions of monuments and buildings in various parts of Ireland, and lists of shells and fossils. There are several neat plans of ancient sites such as Clonmacnoise, Monasterboice, St. Doulagh's Church near Malahide etc. In full brown cloth, as a manuscript, w.a.f. (1)

---

**€100 - 150**

**638**


---

**€100 - 150**

**639**

First Report of Irish Art-Union

**Irish Art: The Art-Union of Ireland; Report of the Committee for the Year 1858 59, Bvo D. 1859. First Edn., 28pp plus interesting adverts, orig. coltd. printed wrappers. (1)**

* This was the first report of the Art Union of Ireland, and it lists subscribers, the prize winners for the year, names artists, paintings & prices of each. V. Scarce.

---

**€100 - 150**

**640**

Co. Monaghan: Broadside Poster - Rental of the Lands of Corktuber, Lissenhashan and Lossett, Situate in the Barony of Dartry and County of Monaghan, To be Sold. Under the Decree in this Case (Rev. Sam. Adams V. Thomas Charles Stewart Corry) On the 1st Day of July, 1819. approx. 16" x 12½"; printed one side only, by W. Corbett, Dublin. It details the different tenants of each lot, the contents & the rent paid, together with tenure and other observations, and with some m/ss annotations & notes. As ephemera, w.a.f. Good. (1)

---

**€80 - 120**

**641**

Co. Offaly / American Quaker interest: Jackson (Margaret) of Edenderry. Co. Offaly, Extracts from letters and other Pieces, written... during her last illness, sm. 8vo Philadelphia 1825, 95pp orig. sheep backed boards. (1)

---

**€70 - 100**

**642**

AN EXCLUSIVE FROM SADDAH HUSSEIN GODLEY (John, Lord Kilbracken), freelance journalist.

An interesting collection of documents concerning his work 'scoop' during the height of the Iran-Iraq war in 1982, including original telex messages sent to the London Times from his hotel in Baghdad giving details of his astonishing interview with President Saddam Hussein of Iraq, with a later account of his journey on House of Commons notepaper. John Godley (1920-2006) came of a distinguished family of Irish-based British peers and scholars. Educated in England, he served in the Fleet Air Arm during World War II. Afterwards he became a freelance journalist, using his extensive contacts to pursue exclusive stories. In 1950, on the death of his father, he became the third Baron Kilbracken and took his seat in the House of Lords. The following year he moved to Killegar House in Carrigallen, Co. Leitrim, where he renovated the family home and farmed the land organically, while continuing to seek out journalistic stories. In the 1970s he renounced his British citizenship and became an Irish citizen, in protest at British policy in Northern Ireland.

In July 1982 Kilbracken went to Baghdad where he had been promised an exclusive interview with President Saddam Hussein. After some days' delay, during which his movements were restricted, he was considering returning home, but on the morning of 14 July he was brought to see Saddam and given a brief interview. Saddam told him of escalating tensions with Iran, and said he expected an invasion shortly. Kilbracken says he had not expected to like Saddam, whose record was mixed by Western standards, but found immediately he had real charisma and charm. Saddam said he could only spare a few minutes, but agreed to see Kilbracken at greater length that evening. At about eleven pm local time, Saddam emerged from his War Room and told Kilbracken that Iranian forces had crossed the border an hour previously, seeking to advance towards the oil town of Basra, and there was heavy fighting. Kilbracken described him as 'relaxed and smiling, confident of victory'. The story ran on the front page of the Times next morning, a major world exclusive.

The collection include a telex from the London foreign desk, asking Kilbracken to 'steer clear of cable/e' (standard abbreviations used by journalists), as it wastes time in extensive rewriting (evidently they were holding the front page to include his story). A most interesting collection, recording one of the great 'scoops' in modern journalism. (1)

---

**€400 - 600**

**643**

Political & World War One Interest: De Valera (Eamon) a framed collage including a black and white photograph of the President seated at his desk signed; together with a signed invitation to The Aras for Mrs. F. McDardle; also a W.W.I brass "Death Penny" for John Joseph Sheals, as a lot, w.a.f. (2)

---

**€100 - 150**

**644**

**Medals & Paraphernalia: World War One**

(Mercantile Marine Medal) Hanrahan (Timothy), a group of two Medals and ribbon (in original packets) together with letter and form of authority to wear, also his Metropolitan Public Carriage Licence and Pouch, his Compass, Water Bottle, also a ring of brass Tram Tokens, all together in a green ivory issue Tin Box. As a collection, w.a.f. (1)

---

**€120 - 150**

**645**

Irish independent Commemorative Annual & Booklets, G.A.A Golden Jubilee - 1844-1934; Eucharistic Congress Souvenir Number 1932; Irish Independent Golden Jubilee Edition - 1905 - 1955, & others sim., plus other material, as a lot, w.a.f. (1)

---

**€100 - 150**

**646**

Irish Republican Newspapers: A large Portfolio of 1916 & 1922 contemporary Newspapers & similar material, with various issues of The Emmiscothy Echo, etc. A good lot, as newspapers, w.a.f. (1)

---

**€100 - 150**

**647**


---

**€120 - 180**

**648**

**World War One; Music: [Judge (J.) & Williams (H.]) It's a Long Long Way to Tipperary - The Marching Anthem on the Battlefields of Europe, 4pps., ptd. wrappers. (1)**

---

**€75 - 125**

**649**

**Republic Bank Bond Certificate: de Valera (Eamon) Republic of Ireland, Bond Certificate, Ten Dollar, Issue no: 118009, John Feeley, with Sean Ua Nunain (Registrar) & Eamon de Valera (President) engraved signatures, engraved green Celtic designed border, approx. 6" x 9", worn and split in middle, m/ss figures on top right, poor, but scarce. (1)

---

**€100 - 150**

**650**

**Photographs: Clarke (Tom & Kathleen)** A group of Photographs of the 1916 leader of Donegal. (Eamon) as Lord Mayor of Dublin, in protest at British policy in Northern Ireland.

---

**€100 - 150**
651 Enniscorthy Republican Interest: Three original Photographs, includes one group, showing Vice Commandant James Rafter; Seamus Doyle, Brigade Adjutant; Capt. J.R. Etchingham, Robert Brennan, Brigade Qtr. Master all in military uniform seated, standing behind in his suit is Capt. M.D. de Lacy, Professor, flanked by two ladies. An orig. photo, mounted on card; & two others, one of a military funeral, the other of a military officer, seated with his hand on his revolver. A Rare Collection. (3) €300 - 400

652 Enniscorthy Republican Interest: Irish Republican Army Officers - The Enniscorthy Prisoners, lg. colour printed broadside on card, showing nine photographs of the officers, inside a shamrock border, printed by Echo Printing Works, Enniscorthy; some issues of An t-Oglach, the Official Organ of the Irish Volunteers, c.1913; & some Pictorial Souvenir Albums of 1916 & 1922, etc. As a lot, w.a.f. (1) €150 - 200

653 1916: Irish National Aid Association, Pearse (Patrick H. & William J.) A framed black and white Photograph of the two Brothers seated with bio-pic underneath, "This photograph was presented by Mrs. Pearse to the I.N.A.A.," price three pence, approx. 34cms x 20cms, attractive item. (1) €180 - 220

654 Photograph: [Republican Interest] Cashman (J.) photographer Original black and white photograph of Countess Markievicz in Irish Citizen Army Uniform (carrying a handgun in holster) in conversation with Cathal O’Shannon, at O’Donovan Rossa Funeral, approx. 31cms x 24cms (12” x 9¼"), mounted, in holster) in conversation with Cathal O’Sullivan, approx. 17½” x 11½”, framed, (1) €200 - 300

655 Photograph - Co. Wexford: John Mangan, Kilmuckridge, Co. Wexford, World Champion Weight Thrower, An orig. portrait photograph of Mangan standing with hands on hips, & weight by his feet, in a cont. frame. V. Rare. (1) €100 - 150

656 Poster: Political, An American View (from the New York - Life) - Ballad of Sinn Feiners, approx. 78cms x 48cms (30” x 19”), with double green border. Scarce. (1) €150 - 200

657 Broadside: Protest against the British Government. Large folio sheet, 25” x 30”; b/w wood engraved illustrations and border in the shape of a harp. (1) €150 - 200

658 Political Interest: A shield shaped cast iron wall mounted Barracks Sign, for “Royal Irish Constabulary,” surmounted with crown over central harp surrounded by shamrocks, approx. 43cms (17”) high. (1) €200 - 300

659 Engraving: Doesbough (Thomas) Cromwell’s etc. gebeenteen aon da gale gheangen - The Execution (Hanging, Drawing and Quartering of Oliver Cromwell), dated 1712, approx. 16cms x 13cms framed, (1) €200 - 300


661 Wexford Hurlers: A large original coloured Photograph of the Victorious Wexford Hurling Team of 1960, captured by Nick O’Donnell, approx. 38cms x 47cms (15” x 18½”) mounted on board, and with a related item, printed by The People Newspaper, Wexford. As a photo, w.a.f. (2) €120 - 180

662 Rare Sporting Hero Wexford Interest: John Mangan, Kilmuckridge, Co. Wexford, World Champion Weight Thrower, An orig. portrait photograph of Mangan standing with hands on hips, & weight by his feet, in a cont. frame. V. Rare. (1) €100 - 150

663 Photograph - Co. Wexford: John Street Volunteers G.F.C. Enniscorthy, Co. Wexford Junior Champions (2nd Div.) 1915 - Winners Y.I.C. Tournament 1917. V. good group photo mounted on colour printed board with legend displaying names of each member, cont. frame., as a photo, w.a.f. (1) €120 - 180

664 War of Independence: A bronze “Cógadh na Sáoríse Éire,” Medal with black and amber ribbon (unnamed); together with ribbon and bar for miniature of same Medal; a “Na Fianna” ribbon strip, as a lot, w.a.f. (1) €150 - 200

665 Photographs - Co. Wexford: Large original Photograph, Silver Jubilee of the Most Rev. James Brown, D.D. Lord Bishop of Ferns, 1884 - 1909, Group photo by C.E. Vize of Wexford & Enniscorthy, mounted on printed board; also group photo of The Cathedral Choir, outside St. Aidan’s Cathedral, for the Consecration of the Most Rev. Dr. Wm. Codd, Bishop of Ferns, 25th Feb. 1918. As photos, w.a.f. (2) €100 - 150

666 Photograph: Meeting of the Royal Historical and Archaeological Association, at Adare July 1889; approx. 7½” x 9½”, mounted on board, inscribed and with some of the group identified. As a photograph, w.a.f. (1) €80 - 120

667 Map: down Survey - Co. Limerick (Petty Sir Wm.) The County of Limerick, c. 1700, with engraved cartouche approx. 41cms x 51cms (16¼” x 20”), hd. cold. in outline, in hogarth frame. V. good. (1) €160 - 220

668 Map: Geological Map of The British Isles, fully coloured, c. 1870, approx. 25cms x 20cms (8” x 10”), framed. (1) €80 - 120

669 Map: Co. Cork - Port et Ville de Kingsall en Irlande; Paris c. 1730, hd. coloured in outline, approx. 24cms x 19.5cms (11½” x 9¼”), in hogarth frame. v. good. Rare. (1) €120 - 180

670 A framed collage of 5 miniature engraved Maps, Kerry, Tipperary, Cork, Waterford & Clare / Limerick, framed, attractive item. As a map, w.a.f. (1) €70 - 120

671 Ireland’s South Coast Chart: Tizard (Comm.d.), Langdon & G. Jeemieson Waterford Harbour From Dunmore B. to Passage, with entrance of River Suir, and The Queen’s Channel, A lg. engraved chart approx. 102cms x 69cms (40” x 27”) in black wooden frame. (1) €180 - 280

672 Map: Sayer & Bennett - County of Kerry, engd. map, printed Lond. 1776, hd. cold. in outline, approx. 21cms x 15cms, framed. Very good. (1) €100 - 150

673 Irish Map / Chart: Anthoinie (Theunis) Jacobsz / Caspar Lootsman, Van yerlandt Van Dubling tot aen’t Eylandt Corkbg ‘t Amsterdam, dated 1712, approx. 16cms x 20cms (6½” x 8”), framed. (1) €80 - 120

674 Map: Killkenny City: - Byron (Samuel) A Plan of the City of Killkenny, perfected from the latest Surveys and Observations. D. c. 1805, attractive engd. plan, approx. 12” x 16½”, framed. V. good. Scarce. (1) €150 - 200

675 Counties Roscommon & Galway Bogs in Ireland: Griffith (Rich.) Map of part of the Bogs belonging to the District of the River Suck situated in the Counties of Roscomman and Galway, also Longfield (Jno) A Map of the Divisions of the Lough Gara District situated chiefly in the County of Roscomman, both D. 1812, two large hand cold. maps, framed. As maps, w.a.f. Good. (2) €200 - 300

676 Co. Offaly: Bogs in Ireland: Longfield (Jno) A Map of Eleven Divisions of District Number - Five [Co. Offaly], of Bogs of Ireland, D. 1810. Lg. engd. map, approx. 20” x 36” framed. As a map, w.a.f. (1) €120 - 180
677 **A Set of Mercator Maps**

Irish Map: Mercator (Gerard) [1512-1594]
A set of four maps in the 'Northern Part' and 'Southern Parts' of Ireland, 'Ultionia,' 'Anglia, Scotia et Hibernia,' contemporary colouring, Latin text, variant sizes, mounted, unframed. Clean copies. (4) €800 - 1200

678 **Waterford & Kilkenney Railway:** Plans and drawings, Coke Shed and Water Tanks at Waterford Terminus, c. 1890, approx. 15⅜” x 24”, hd. cold.; also another Carriage and Horse Loading and Ticket Platform, approx. 15” x 22”, as drawings, w.a.f. (1) €120 - 180

679 **Maps:** Co. Galway: Original Manuscript Map, Part of the Lands of St. Brendans, Lissanruggy Holdings with acreage; 1 other item sim. As a set, they are in contemporary binding, hand coloured, folded, approx. 56cms x 44cms, hd. cold. in outline, as a coll. of maps, w.a.f. (1) €80 - 130

680 **Co. Westmeath: Manuscript Map - Byron (Sam.)** cartographer, A Survey of Ballrowan, Kerystown, & Clonore in the Barony of Parbhill, Parish of Killucan and County of Westmeath The Estate of the Rt. Hon. Hercules Langford Rowley, 1787. Lg. hd. cold. manuscript map, linen back & rolled. With descriptions of the Different Holdings with acreage; 1 other item sim. As a contemp. hand colouring, approx. 40cms x 30cms, w.a.f. (2) €150 - 200

681 **Grand Jury Map of County Kildare**

Taylor (Lieut. Alex) A Map of the County of Kildare, by Lieut. Alex. Taylor of His Majesty's 8th Regiment 1783, 6 parts, each approx. 64cms x 94cms (25” x 37”), loose. (6) €500 - 700

682 **Waterford, Limerick & Western Railway:** Programme of Excursion Arrangements from 1st May to 31st October 1898, folio, reprint 1969, with illus., adverts etc., pdt. wrappers. (1) €50 - 80

683 **Co. Waterford: Waterford Harbour Bill**

Session, Plan of Waterford Harbour, published by Ordnance Survey Office for I. Thornton & Son, Solc. Waterford. Approx. 71cms x 55cms (28” x 21½”), hd. cold. & linen backed, as a map, w.a.f. (1) €70 - 100

684 **Waterford: Friel (Wm.)** Improvements at Waterford Harbour, 1804, fold. map, 1832. Offprints from Proc. of Institutions of Civil Engineers of Ireland, 4 fold. plans, orig. pdt. wrappers. V. good. (1) €80 - 120

685 **Railwayana: Irish** - Report of the Committee of Management of the Hibernian General Railway Company, on the Proposed Line of road from Waterford to Limerick, L. 1825, 4pp (including map) worn, as is. Scarcce. (1) €80 - 120

686 **Pre-Boundary Commission Map**

Irish Map: Population Map of The North of Ireland, Lg. fold. cold. map, approx. 74cms X 89cms (29” x 34¾”), Published by N. Eastern Boundary Bureau, and printed by Ordnance Survey Phoenix Park, 1923. As a map, w.a.f. V. good. Ex. Scarce. (1) €100 - 150

687 **Limerick & Cork interest:** Larcom (Thos. A.) Limerick, fold. hd. cold. map from Municipal Corporation Boundaries (Ireland), c. 1830; and three small hand cold. maps of Limerick, mostly 18th Century; Three coloured Plans of Ballycotton Pier, Co. Cork; and a 17th Century engraving of The Battle of Kynsaol, as a coll., w.a.f. (1) €120 - 180

688 **Atlas: Langlois (H.)** Atlas Portatif et Itineraire de L'Europe, Pour Servir d'Intelligence au Guicle des Voyageurs., 1788, Lg. fold. hd. cold. map, approx. 136cms x 106cms (53⅓” x 42”), linen backed, slipcase. As a map, w.a.f. (1) €150 - 200

689 **Map:** England, Cary (J.) Cary's Six Sheet Map of England and Wales with part of Scotland - Course of the Rivers, and Navigable Canals, Cities, Markets etc. L. 1842, hand coloured in outline, approx. 136cms x 106cms (53⅓” x 42”), linen backed, slipcase. As a map, w.a.f. (1) €120 - 180

690 **Coloured Engraving Maps:** [Hoeffner (Georg)] Braun and Hagenburg - Panoramic View of Seville (Seville) Hispanis, c. 1623, engraved print (German text on reverse) contemp. hand colouring, approx. 40cms x 52cms (16” x 20½”), framed. (1) €125 - 175

691 **Map:** Co. Down: Benn (John) Surveyor, A Map of Part of Tullylish, the Property of James Merry, approx. 53cms x 35.5cms (21” x 14”) linen backed, rolled. As a map, w.a.f. (1) €120 - 160

692 **Irish Map:** Rocque (John) A Map of the Kingdom of Ireland Divided into Provinces Counties and Baronies... hand coloured in outline, approx. 122cms x 104cms (48” x 41”), with facsimile cartouche, framed. As a map, w.a.f. (1) €200 - 300

693 **Irish Map:** A General Map of Ireland to accompany the Report of the Railway Commissioners showing the Principal Physical Features and Geological Structure of the Country, published by Hodges & Smith, Dublin, engd. 1837 - 38, coloured, rolled, in original wall-mounting box. As a map, w.a.f. (1) €400 - 600

694 **Irish Map:** Wyld (James) Ireland, hand coloured, depicting engraved cartouches of the Giant’s Causeway and the Lakes of Killarney, approx. 183cms x 142cms (72” x 56”), published. London c. 1864, scrolled. As a map, w.a.f. (1) €300 - 400

695 **Fine Facsimile Atlas:**

One of Only 10 Copies

Atlas: Mercator (G.), Ortelius (A.), Janssonius (J.) & Bussemacher (J.) cartographer, Chartae, Magistri, Saeculi, folio Budapest (KMB Maps) 2007, Ltd. Edn., 6 (10) copies only, 107 double page maps, full goat skin, mor. labels, raised bands. A superb quality reproduction. (1) €1000 - 1500

696 **One of Only 12 Copies**

Map: Velseri (Marci) Tabula Itineraria Ex Illustri Peutingerorum Bibliotheca, Budapest (KH 6 Maps) 2007, rolled with wooden scrolled ends, approx. 4’ long, in attractive marbled paper tube with leather closing. Fine quality reproduction. (1) €350 - 500

697 **The Book of Kells**

Facsimile - Verlag, Luzern, Publishers: The Book of Kells, the most precious illuminated manuscript of the early Middle Ages, now reproduced, the FIRST AND ONLY COMPLETE FINE ART FACSIMILE EDITION, published by Authority of the Board of Trinity College, Dublin. Lg. thick 4to, Luzern 1990, LIMITED EDN. (1480), in fine white tawed leather over wooden boards. Contained in a specially created presentation box, the embossed surface with blind & gilt tooled Celtic decoration and silver and brass mounts. Together with a large Commentary Volume, with illus, leather backed cloth, and orig. advertising portfolio. An unique opportunity to acquire a complete facsimile of one of the Worlds greatest Art Treasures. As a lot (1) €6,000 - 8,000

700 **Brydone (P.)** A Tour through Sicily and Malta in a Series of Letters to William Beckford, Esq., 2 vols. in one, roy 8vo D. (For J. Potts) 1774. First Edition, cont. full calf, raised bands, mor. label. Good. (1) €100 - 150


702 **Milne (A.A.)** Now we are Six, With Illustrations by Ernest H. Sheppherd. 8vo L. (Mathuen & Co.) 1927. First Edn., hf. title, illus., decor. ends, front loose inscribed with name & date, orig. gilt decor. wine cloth, lacks d.w. (1) €200 - 300
703 Very Rare Republican Volume

[Hassan (Fr. John)] G.B. Kenna Facts and Figures of the Belfast Pogrom 1920 - 1922, 8vo D. (O’Connell Publishing Co.) 1922 First Edn., lg. fold. cold. plan. hf. title, orig. black lettered green cloth. Pristine copy. V. Rare. (1)

* Of the utmost rarity. It is believed the book was withdrawn on the day of publication in 1922 or soon afterwards. ‘Facts and Figures,’ is an eyewitness account of the violence that marked the beginnings of the Northern Ireland Troubles. In the Civil War in the South of Ireland most of the casualties were military, soldiers of the Irish Free State Army or members of the I.R.A. In Belfast the people who suffered and died were just ordinary men, women and children. (1) €200 - 300


705 With Hand-Coloured Plates

Selby (Prideaux John) The Natural History of Pigeons, sm. 8vo Edin. (Lizars) 1835. Port fronds, add. engd. & hd. cold. title, & 29 (ex. 30) hd. cold. pls. orig. hf. mor. Clean copy. (1) €150 - 200

706 Religious Interest etc: Leland (John) An Answer to a Late Book Entitled Christianity as Old as the Creation. 2 vols. 8vo D. (S. Powell) 1733; Lowman (Moses) A Paraphrase and Notes on the Revelation of St. John, 8vo D. (S. Powell) 1740, First Edn.: A Plain Account of the Nature and End of the Sacrament of the Lord’s Supper, 8vo D. 1735; Burnet (Gilbert) The Abridgement of the History of the Reformation of the Church of England, 8vo L. 1725; Cave / (Wm.) Primitive Christianity, 8vo L. 1676, Third Edn.; [Burnet (Gilbert)] An Exposition of the Church Catechism… L. 1710, & others sim. All cont. full calf, some lettered on spines with the name of owner ‘Jane Delane’. Good lot. (9) €160 - 220

707 Binding: The Key to Heaven, compiled from Approved Sources. 12mo Tournai (Belgium, Desclee Lefebre & Co.) n.d. c. 1890. Text with a profusely decor. border, flowers gilt etc., a.e.g., in attractive full crushed mor, the lower edges and fore-edge, with tooled gilt floral borders & spine by Desclee Lefebre & Co. A very desirable item. (1) €120 - 180


709 Johnson (Samuel) A Journey to the Western Islands of Scotland, 12mo D. (for J. Williams) 1775, lacks front & end blanks, cont. calf; Le Noble - Histoire de l’Establishissement de la Republique de Hollande on sa Revoole, 12mo Paris 1689, cont. calf, tooled gilt spine. (2) €120 - 170

710 Anon: Robert Emmet, 12mo Paris (Michel Levy Freres) 1858. Second Edn., Revue et Corrigee. Hf. title, cont. hf. crimson mor. tooled gilt spine. V. good. (1) Anon: Countess d’Haussonville * First biography of Emmet in French. This copy inscribed M.E. Grant Duff Mountstuart. Elphinston Grant Duff was a Scottish statesman and historian, he was Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies, and Governor of Madras. €120 - 180


713 Taplin (Wm.) The Gentleman’s Stable Directory: or, Modern System of Farriery, 2 vols. 8vo L. & D. Reprinted 1790., 2 hf. titles, cont. full calf, mor. labels. (2) €100 - 150 713A The Sportsman in Ireland, with his Summer Route through the Highlands of Scotland. By a Cosmopolite. 2 vols. L. 1840. First Edn., one hf. title, 2 litho. fronts & 18 wd. cut illus. in text, cont. hf. crimson mor., raised bands & gilt spine. V. fine copy. (2) €180 - 250

714 Irish Literature: Mac Donagh (Thos.) Thomas Campion and the Art of English Poetry, D. 1913; also Songs of Myself, D. 1910. Both First Edns.; Shorter (Dora Sigerson) The Troubadour and other Poems, L. 1910. First; also The Story and Song of Black Roderick, L. (De la More) 1906, First, both cloth; MacLiammoir (M.)illus. Scéalachta na Ríthe, by T. O’Fiann, & P. Mac Cana, 4to D. 1956, First, both cloth; also Song of Black Roderick, L. (De la More) 1906, First, cold. portts.; O’Conaire (P.) The Woman at the Window & Other Stories, trans. by E. O’Neill, 8vo D. n.d. Illus. by Mac Liammoir, cloth & d.w.; & 4 others. A lot. (10) €160 - 240

715 With Hand-Coloured Plates


717 Locke (John) An Essay concerning Human Understanding, 3 vols. 12mo Edin. 1801. Cont. tree calf, flat spine, mor. labels. Good. (3) €80 - 120

718 Illustrated Books: Konig? Cent Vues Suisse, oblong 8vo no title, c. 1820, 99 engd. pls., soiled, some damp stains, orig. mor. backed boards; Rock & Co. - Views of the Colleges & Halls in Cambridge, 8vo Lond. c. 1820, & 36 engd. views on 18 pls. orig. mor. backed pttd. boards, v. clean copy; Souvenir de Geneve, oblong 12mo Frankfurt c. 1850, cold. litho views, include 4 lg. panorama, cloth, good; & 1 other item. As a lot, w.tf. (4) €160 - 220


720 Dev. - Mac Manus (M.J.) Eamon de Valera. A Biography, 8vo D. 1945. Orig. pict. d.w. clean copy. (1) * Signed in a bold signature of front loose blank, by Eamon de Valera. €80 - 130


722 De Vere (Aubrey) English Misrule and Irish Misdeeds…, 8vo L. (John Murray) 1848, Second, advert at back, Inscribed on f.e.p. “Agnes Lambert, Curragh Chase - June 7th, 1892,” orig. cloth, pttd. label. (1) €80 - 120
744
Denholl James (The History of the City of
Glasgow and Suburbs, thick 8vo Glasgow 1804.
Third, lg. fold. plan, fold. map & 12 engd. plt.
page torn with some loss, and 1 leaf missing;
Chalmers (Alex) A History of the Colleges,
Halls and Public Buildings attached to the University
title, engd. frontis & 30 engd. plt., both cont.
universal hf. calf. (2) €80 - 130

745
Burton (Richard) The History of the Kingdom
of Ireland, 4to Westminster 1811. Wd. cut port.
frontis red & bl. title, & with one lg. wd.-cut
port. & 6 sm. oval ports in fine cont. full calf,
dlb. gilt fillet borders,gilt spine, joints worn, B.P.
of Frances Mary Richardson Currer. Good Copy.
(1) €120 - 170

746
Frieastle Joseph (Institutes of Natural
and Revealed Religion, 2 vols. 8vo Birmingham
1782. Second Edn., cont. full catspaw type calf,
mor. labels (1 lacking). Good. (2) €100 - 150

747
Searce First Edition
With Tract on American Taxation
Burke (E.) The Political Tract and Speeches
of Edmund Burke, Esq., 8vo D. (Wm. Wilson)
title, attractive title page with engd. vignette
(printer device), cont. calf, mor. label, joints worn,
upr. cover loose, otherwise a clean copy
of this scarce work. (1) €180 - 250

748
Special Signed Limited Editions
Hughes (Ted.) Tales from Ovid, 8vo L. (Faber
300 Copies, cloth backed boards & slipcase;
also Birthday Letters, L. (Faber & Faber) 1998.
Signed Lim. Edition, No. 166 of 300 copies,
orig. cloth backed boards. Both v.good. (2)
€200 - 300

749
All Signed Limited Editions
Longley (Michael) Broken Dishes, 8vo Abbey
250 Copies, illus.; Kennelly (Brendan) The
Singing Tree, 8vo Abbey Press 1998, Signed
Lim. Edition 211 of 500 Copies, frontis, Friel
(Brian) A Man's World, illus. by Basil Blackshaw,
293 of 400 Copies, cold. illus. All orig. d.w.s. V.
good. (3) €200 - 300

750
Heaney (Seamus) The Tree Clock, 8vo Belfast
(Derek) Somewhere the Wave, Gallery Books.
2007. Signed Lim. Edn. No. 385 of 450 Copies,
illus. by Bernadette Kiely, Banville (John)
Conversations in the Mountains, illus. by D.
Edn. No. 394 of 350 Copies, cloth. (3)
€300 - 400

751
All Signed Limited Editions
Heaney (Seamus) The Cure at Troy, Field Day
1990 Limited Edn. No. 310 of 500 Copies,
Signed, cloth & d.w.; Seeing Things, L. (Faber
Copies, Signed by Author, Special Binding,
& slipcase; The Spirit Level, L. (Faber & Faber)
by Author & Specially bound, orig. slipcase. All
mint copies. (3) €325 - 450

752
Signed Limited Editions
Heaney (Seamus) Seeing Things, L. (Faber
Copies; also Opened Ground Poems 1966 - 1996,
No. 31 of 300 Copies, both cloth backed boards
in slipcase. V. good. (2) €250 - 350

753
Special Limited Edition
Beckett (Samuel) Dream of Fair to Middling
Women, 8vo D. (Black Cat Press) 1992. Special
Lim. Edn. No. 26 of 130 Copies Ed. by Eoin
O'Brien, blue silk covers, & green silk slipcase.
(1) €600 - 1200

754
Graveyards: Fitzpatrick (W.J.) History of the
Dublin Catholic Cemeteries, D. 1900, illus. cloth;
O’Duffy (R.J.) Historic Graves in Glasnevin
Cemetery, D. 1915, fold. plan, wrappers; & 5
others sim. As a lot. (1) €80 - 120

755
R.D.S. Surveys: Sampson (Rev. G. Vaughan)
Statistical Survey of the County of Londonderry,
8vo D. 1862. First Edn., & 12 fold. maps, plt.
difficulty together. (1) €120 - 250

756
Northern Ireland: Stuart (James) Historical
Memoirs of the City of Armagh, . . . , 8vo Newry
1819, First Edn. Engd. frontis & 5 plt. ports.
etc. cont. hf. mor. & photo plt., uncut, orig. cloth;
Hutton (Mary A.) The Tain An Irish Epic Told in English
Verse, 4to D. 1907. First Edn., orig. gilt decor.,
oatmeal cloth. Good. (2) €80 - 120

757
Smith (Adam) An Inquiry into the Nature and
Causes of the Wealth of Nations, 3 vols. L.
1776; Cont. hf. calf, & photo plt., uncut, orig. cloth;
Hutton (Mary A.) The Tain An Irish Epic Told in English
Verse, 4to D. 1907. First Edn., orig. gilt decor.,
oatmeal cloth. Good. (2) €80 - 120

758
Dublin Printing: Boswell (James) The Life of
Samuel Johnson, L.L.D., 3 vols. 8vo D. (John
Chambers) 1792. First Irish Edn., later full
calf,mor. labels. V. clean copy. (3) €120 - 160

759
De Boissieu (C.V.) Flora D’Europe, Contenant
les details de la floraison et de la fructification
des Genres Européens, et une ou plusieurs
espèces de chacun de ces Genres, dessins et
graves d’apres nature. . . . 3 vols. 8vo Lyon 1805
- 1806. One engd. frontis & 240 engd. plt.
of flowers, cont. hf. calf, mor. labels. V. good. (3)
€100 - 150

760
Weld (Isaac) Statistical Survey of the County of
Roscommon, drawn up under the direction of the
Royal Dublin Society. Thick 8vo D. 1832.
First Edn., Lg. fold. hd. cold. map frontis hf. title,
uncut, orig. cloth, joints cracked. A clean copy.
(1) €300 - 400

761
Dalby (Isaac) A Course of Mathematics,
designed for the Use of the ... Royal Military
College, 2 vols. roy 8vo L. 1825, suede covers;
Coxe (Wm.) Travels in Switzerland, 3 vols. L.
1791. Second Edn., 3 plt. lacks map, cont. hf.
calf, gilt spines. Good. (5) €120 - 170

762
Periodical: Journal of the Co. Kildare
Archaeological Society and Surrounding
Districts, 1896 - 1921, Vols. II - IX, together 8
vols. roy 8vo D. 1899 - 1921. First Edn., photo.,
frontis, plt. fold. pedigrees and tables etc.,
cont. cloth, gilt lettered spines. As a periodical,
w.a.f. Good. (8) €300 - 400

763
Kilkenny interest: Nolan (Wm.) Fassadinin:
Land, Settlement and Society in Southeast
Ireland 1600 - 1850, 8vo D. 1979. First Edn.,
Signed Pres. Copy; O’Carroll (d.) Historical
Sketches of Castlemoyer ... Muckalee & Clogh,
1899 Reprint d.w.; Mac Neill (Chas.) Liber
Primus Kilkenniensis, 8vo D. 1931; O’Caitheann
(L.P.) Sceal na hIomana, D. 1980, & 4
others Kilkenny interest. (8) €100 - 150

764
Towers (Joseph) Memoirs of the Life and Reign
of Frederick the Third, King of Prussia, 2 vols. L.
1789; Payne (John) An Epitome of History; or A
Concise View of the Most Important Revolutions
frontis Vol. 21; Belsham (W.) Memoirs of the
Kings of Great Britain, 2 vols. L. 1796. Second,
all cont. full calf, mor. labels. (6) €40 - 60

765
Signed by the Author
Lyngh (Tom) Castlecomer Connections, 4to
Kilkenny (Wellbrook Press) 1984. First, Signed,
cloth and d.j. Clean Copy. (1) €180 - 220

766
Dunn (Joseph) The Ancient Irish Epic Tale Tain
Bo Cualnge ‘The Cualnge Cattle - Raid, ’ Now for
the first time done entire into English out of the
Irish . . . Roy 8vo L. 1914. First Edn., frontis &
photo plt., uncut, orig. cloth; also

767
Signed Limited Edition
Stephens (James) The Crack of Gold, sm. folio
L.P., Lond. (Macmillan & Co.) 1926. Special
Edition Limited to 525 Copies on hand-made
paper, Signed by Author, with full page cold.
ilus. by Thos. Mackenzie, uncut, unopened,
vellum backed blue boards, & orig. pt.d. d.w. A
very good copy. (1) €200 - 300
768 James (Philip) Early Keyboard Instruments from their Beginnings to the Year 1820, 4to L. 1930. First Edn., 65 full page pls., orig. cloth backed boards & orig. d.w. (1) €60 - 90

769 Leland (Thomas) The History of Ireland ..., 3 vols. L. (J. Nourse) 1773, First Edn., hf. titles, Ex. Libris Copy, contemporary full mottled calf, mor. labels. (3) €100 - 150

770 Parnell (Thos.) late Archdeacon of Clougher, Poems on Several Occasions, 4to D. (T. Ewing) 1773. New Edn., one engd. oval portrait vignette, contents leaf at end, cont. full calf; Mickle (Wm. Julius) The Lusiad; or The Discovery of India, An Epic Poem. Trans from The Original Portuguese of Luis de Camoens. 4to Oxford 1776. First Edn., list of subscribers, cont. tree calf, tooled single floral border, spine gilt in panels, mor. label. (2) €100 - 150

771 Cleland (John) Fanny Hill Memoirs of a Woman of Pleasure, sm. folio L. (Luxor Press) 1963. Engd. fronts, port. vignette, uncut, red gilt decor. cloth & d.w. (1) €70 - 100

772 Windsch (Erie) Die Alpische Heldensage Tain Bo Cuailnge, thick 8vo Leipzig 1905. First Edn., cont. hf. purple mor. mor. label. V. good copy, (1) €100 - 150


775 Coloured Plates: Fraipont (G.) La Plante, Fleurs, Feuilles, Fruits, Legumes, Dans la Nature et la Decoration, Lg. 4to Paris c. 1890. Cold. & other pls., cont. hf. crimson mor. V. good. (1) €80 - 120

776 Presentation Copy Tinayre (Louis) La Carriere d’un Navigateur, folio Paris 1914, First Edn., illus. thro-out, orig. cloth. (1) * Inscribed Presentation copy to ‘Madame Lucie Crampton, 1st Jan. 1914:’ €50 - 80

777 Enniscorthy Interest: Postcards, The Art Mac Murrough War Pipe Band, Enniscorthy, & others of Enniscorthy; Count Plunkett’s Convention, Dublin, 19th April 1917, real photo, etc.; booklets; Ranson (Rev. Jos.) Songs of the Wexford Coast, 8vo Enniscorthy 1948, wrappers. Scarce; & other magazines & booklets, as a lot. (1) €100 - 150

779 Keane (Marcus) The Towers and Temples of Ancient Ireland, 4to D. 1867. First Edn., add. illus. title, illus. thro.-out, orig. cloth; Wilkinson (Geo.) Practical Geology and Ancient Architecture of Ireland, roy 8vo L. 1845. First Edns., litho frontts & pls. & other pls. & text illus. orig. cloth; O’Brien (Henry) The Round Towers of Ireland, 8vo L. 1834. First Edn. pls. & illus., cont. hf. mor. All v. good. (3) €220 - 320

780 Sporting Interest - [Howitt (S. J.)] The British Sportsman, oblong sm. foil L. 1800. Engd. title & 71 engd. pls. (some stains or repairs) cont. full str. gilded crimson mor.; also [Surtees] - Handley or Mr. Jorrocks’s Hunt, roy 8vo L. n.d. hd. cold. vign. title, frontts & 16 hd. cold. pls., t.e.g., cont. crushed crimson mor., gilt. Good. (2) €100 - 150

781 Engraved Plates: Calvert (Fred.) Picturesque Views ... in Staffordshire & Shropshire, 4to Birmingham 1830, 2 engd. frontts & 2 vign. title, 69 engd. views, hf. calf; also France Illustrated, Vol. I only, 4to L. c. 1850, engd. views, hf. mor. As a coll., w.a.f. (2) €80 - 130

783 Hore (Philip Herbert) History of the Town and County of Wexford - “Tintern Abbey, Rosercaron, and Clonmines, also Duncannon Fort, Kilielogan or Templett, Fethard, ... Hook ... Slade, Baginbun and Bannow, 2 vols. 4to L. 1901 & 1904. First Edns., fronts fold. maps, pls. photo illus etc., orig. gilt decor green cloth. Good. (2) €300 - 400

784 [Russell (Francis)] A Short History of the East India Company, ... 4to. L. (John Sewell) 1793, First Edn., hf. title, fold. plts., recent hf. calf, marble boards, mor. label. Scarce. Clean Copy. (1) €120 - 170


786 Postcards etc: A thick Edwardian Postcard Album of actors, actresses, and others of theatrical interest, approx. 182 cards, some book mark and midget cards, all postally used; also an Edwardian Album of Newscuttings, mostly of a religious nature, Lg. 4to. As a coll., w.a.f. (2) €80 - 120

787 Astronomy etc: Smith (Asa) illustrated Astronomy, designed for the Use of Public or Common Schools in the United States. Lg. 4to Boston n.d. [1888] Frontts & 32 full page pls. some hd. col., orig. cloth backed pict. boards; also a Postcard Album, containing cards of Enniscorthy, Wexford, Wicklow etc.; & a Cigarette Card Album, with orig. photographic cards of Irish Scenery by Gallagher Ltd., as a coll., w.a.f. (3) €120 - 180


789 Co. Wexford: Colfer (Billy) Arrogant Trespass, Anglo-Norman Wexford 1169 - 1400. Roy 8vo Enniscorthy 2002. First Edn., illus. d.w. V. Scarce; also Wexford Castles, Lg. 4to Cork 2013, First Edn., Signed, illus. d.w. V. good. (2) €100 - 150

790 Signed by the Descendants of the Bounty Mutineers Australian Interest: Clark (Peter) The Norfolk Bounty Pitcairn Saga, Hell and Paradise, oblong 4to, Viking, n.d. profusely illustrated, Signed Ltd. Edn. No. 91 (275) copies with signatures of five of the direct descendants, full leather & slipcase. €100 - 150

791 Wilkinson (Geo.) Practical Geology and Ancient Architecture of Ireland, 5m. folio L. 1845. Litho frontts, engd. pls. & text Illus; Mac Alister (R.A.S.) The Memorial Slabs of Clannmacnass, Kings Co., roy 8vo D. 1909, illus. cloth; Hardiman (J.) The History of Galway, 4to D. 1820, pls. defective, as a lot. (3) €120 - 180

792 Pamphlets: [Prynne (Wm.)] Rones Master-Piece or, The Grand Conspiracy of the Pope and his Jesuited Instruments; to extirpate the Protestant Religion, re-establish Popery, subvert Laws, Liberties, Peace, Parliaments, by kindling a Civil War in Scotland, ... 4to Lond. (for Michael Sparke, Senior) 1643. First Edn., title with decorated wd.-cut border, 36pp plus ‘The Examination of Henry Mays,’ leaf at end, early 19th Cent., hf. calf, warn. Rare. (1) €140 - 180

793 Hogarth (William) The Analysis of Beauty, 4to L. (J. Reeves for the Author) 1753. First Edn., wd. cut device on title, 2 lg. fold. engd. pls., cont. mottled calf, both covers loose. (1) €80 - 130

794 Carr (John) The Stranger in Ireland; or, A Tour in the Southern and Western Parts of that Country... 1805. 4to L. 1806. First Edn. Litho frontts, hd. cold. map. & 15 fold. & other litho. pls. All v. clean, cont. mottled calf, mor. label. (1) €200 - 300
795

**Castlemaine's Embassy to the Pope**

Wright (Michael) *An Account of His Excellence Roger Earl of Castlemaine's Embassy, From His Sacred Embassy James the Second, to His Holiness Innocent XI.* Published formerly in the Italian Tongue by Michael Wright. Folio L. 1688. *First Edn.* in English. engd. frontis. full page engd. port. of Queen Mary, & engraved vignette head-piece, & 15 full page engd. pls. (1 lg. fold. of A Banquet) after Westerhout, 116pp in cont. hf. mor. Rare. (1) €250 - 350

796


797


798

**Genealogy: Fox-Davies (A.C.) Armorial Families,** thick sm., folio Edin. 1902. Fourth, attractive & unusual heavily bound two colour mor. tooled gilt decor., mor. label & raised bands. V. good. (1) €80 - 130

799


800

**Atlas: Cary (John) New and Correct English Atlas: Being A New Set of County Maps From Actual Surveys.** Lg. 4to L. 1778. *First Edn.*, frontis advert., engd. dedit & list of subs., & 46 engd. maps, all hd. cold. in outline, somerowning, cont. hf. calif. mor. label. As an atlas, w.a.f. (1) €200 - 300

801

**Cashel Diocesan Library**


* Formed in the 18th Century, by Bishop Theophilus Bolton, and left in his will to the Diocese of Cashel, this library is regarded as one of the finest in Ireland. It is now housed at the University of Limerick. €250 - 350

802

**Hand-Coloured Maps & Plans**

**House of Commons:** - Municipal Corporation Boundaries (Ireland) Reports & Plans. Boundaries and Division into Words of the Several Cities, Boroughs and Towns Corporate in Ireland. Folio L. 1837. *First Edn.*, .77 full page (include. 9 lg. fold.) maps, all hd. cold. in outline etc., uncut, orig. cloth backed boards. As an Atlas, w.a.f. Good clean copy. (1) €650 - 800

803

**Number One of Fifteen Copies Only, Signed**


804

**Number One of Twenty Copies, Signed by Author etc.**


805

**Mason (Wm. Monck) The History and Antiquities of the Collegiate and Cathedral Church of St. Patrick, near Dublin, Lg. 4to D. 1820. First Edn., engd. frontis engd. plan, & pls., some edges frayed & repaired, later fine hf. mor. by Wilson & Son, Cambridge. (1) €160 - 220

806

**Wright (Thomas) Louthiana: or, An Introduction to the Antiquities of Ireland.** Lg. 4to L. 1748. *First Edn.* Title in red & black, list of subs., & 90 engd. views & plans by Paul Fourdrinier, cont. calf, dble gilt fillet borders, joints worn. (1) €200 - 300

807


808

**Blue Book: Agriculture: Dept. of Agriculture and Technical Instruction for Ireland** (Gill (T.F.) ed.) Report of the Departmental Committee on Agricultural Credit in Ireland, folio L. 1914. *Sole Edition,* fold. table, & 2 large fold. cold. maps in pocket at end, 407pp recent full green cloth. (1) €100 - 150

809

**Patrons Copy with Original Watercolour**

Walsh (Wendy) *A Lifetime in Painting,* lg. folio D. 2007. Special *Patrons Copy* No. 8 of 18 Copies Only, Signed by the Artist, Editor, etc. and with an Original Watercolour loosely inserted, cold. pls. thro-out, quarter morocco oatmeal cloth, & matching box. (1) €600 - 800

810

**Hand-Coloured Plates of Paris**


811

**Welsh Music: Williams (M. Jane) of Aberpergwm, Ancient National Airs of Gwent and Morganwy; Being a Collection of Original Welsh Melodies.** Tall folio Llandovery 1844. *First Edn.* 84pp. with Subscribers List at end, a.e.g., orig. gilt decor. cloth. V. good. (1) * Lissadell copy, inscribed by G. Gore Booth on title. €120 - 180

812

**Livingstone: The Life and Explorations of David Livingstone, L.D.D., Lg. 4to L. n.d. c. 1870. Cold. frontis & title, cold. map, cold. & litho. pls. cont. gilt decor. block binding. (1) €80 - 130

813

**Juvenalia: A large collection of varied Children's Books,** Adventures of Tin-Tin, Asterix Adventures, Dr. Seuss, Kate Greenaway, and many others, together with some attractive colour illustrated Polish Children's Books. As a lot. (1) €150 - 250

814

**Petrie (George) Christian Inscriptions in the Irish Language, 2 vols. lg. 4to D. 1872. First Edn., text illus., & over 200 litho pls. etc. rare real photos & some fold., orig. Celtic decor. cloth. A v. good clean copy. (2) €150 - 200

815

**With Signed Limited Edition Coloured Print** (Wm. Crozier) *Crouen (K), Kennedy (S.B.) & Vann (R) William Crozier, lg. 4to Aldershot 2007* First Edn. Limited, & with signed print loosely inserted, cloth, d.w. & slipcase. (1) €80 - 130

816

**Lawson (J. Parker) Scotland Delineated in a Series of Views,* lg. folio L. (Day & Son) n.d. [c. 1870], numerous very clean full page litho pls., a few loose from binding, orig. gilt decor. cloth. (1) €80 - 130

817


Frost (James) County of Clare Irish Local Names Explained. 8vo Limerick 1906. First Edn., cloth; Owway (C.) A Tour in Connacht. 12mo. D. 1839. First Edn., illus., cloth; Wright (G.) Scenes in Ireland, sm. 8vo L. 1834, 12 pts., with multiple views, hf. mor.; Batterby (W.J.) Hudibras in Ireland, A Burlesque on the Late Holy War in the Sister Kingdom. Sm. 8vo L. n.d. wd.-cut illus., cont. hf. calf, worn. (4) €140 - 200


Staunton (Michael) Hints for Hardinge being a Series of Political Essays, Published Originally in the Dublin Morning Register; with an Appendix. Sm. 8vo D. (for the Author) 1830. First in Book Form, orig. boards, v. good. Rare. (1) €120 - 180

The First French Publication on Economics (Forbonnais (François Vernon Duverger de)) Éléments du Commerce. 2 vols. sm. 8vo Leyden [Chez Briasson .. Durand] 1754. First Edn., errata leaf end of Vol. I, marbled ends, cont. mottled French calf, tooled gilt spines in panels, mor. labels, some rubbing at extremities, but a very fine copy of this work. (2) * Extremely Scarce. Einaudi 1922; Goldsmiths, 8923; Kress 5347; Higgs 747. €1000 - 1500

Prevoast (Abbé) Campagnes Philosophiques ou Memoires de M. de Montaleau, Aide-de-Comp de Mr. le Maréchal de Schomberg, contenant l'Histoire de la Guerre d'Irlande. 2 vols. in one, 12mo Amsterdam 1742. Two hf. titles, red & bl. titles with vignettes, orig. mottled calf, gilt spine rubbed, lacks label. Scarce. (1) €160 - 220

All Limited to 200 Copies

*Historical Reprints*Volume containing a collection of historical reprints, Numbered 1 - 18, all by different authors, and on different subjects, each limited to 200 copies only, uncut, orig. crimson cloth. (1) * Some Irish content. €100 - 150

Rare Irish Printer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Price Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Prevost (Abbé)] Campagnes Philosophiques ou Memoires de M. de Montaleau, Aide-de-Comp de Mr. le Maréchal de Schomberg, contenant l'Histoire de la Guerre d'Irlande. 2 vols. in one, 12mo Amsterdam 1742.</td>
<td>Two hf. titles, red &amp; bl. titles with vignettes, orig. mottled calf, gilt spine rubbed, lacks label.</td>
<td>Scarce. (1) €120 - 180</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Swift (Jon.)] A Tale of a Tub, 12mo Glasgow (R. Urie) 1753. 8 engd. pts., advert leaf at end, cont. calf; Voltaire - The History of Charles XII, King of Sweden, 12mo Edin 1769.,</td>
<td>tree calf, mor. label; Poems by Mr. Gray, &amp; Poems by the Rt. Hon. the Late Lord Lyttleton, 2 vols. in one, 20mo.</td>
<td>€180 - 250</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Somerville (E.O.E.) &amp; Ross (M.J.)] Through Connemara in a Governess Cart. 8vo L. 1893. First Edn., hf. title, plts. &amp; illus. orig. cold. pict. cloth V. good</td>
<td>(1) €300 - 400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[With 4 line Poem Dedicated to] Ruth Solomons</td>
<td>O'Sullivan (Seumas) Collected Poems, 8vo D. (Orwell) 1940 First Lim. Edn. 300 Copies Only cloth &amp; d.w. Rare. (1)</td>
<td>€250 - 300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott (John)</td>
<td>Amwell. A Descriptive Poem, Sm. 8vo D. 1776. Engd. frontis laid down, 32pp 19th Cent. hf. calf. Scarce.(1)</td>
<td>€100 - 150</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Hickey (Fr.) Doyle (Martin)] The Kitchen Garden; and The Flower Garden, 2 vols. 12mo D. 1834, recent cloth backed boards. Scarce. (1)</td>
<td>€130 - 180</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Morgan (Lady S.)] Absenteeism, 8vo L. 1825. First Edn., hf. title, XIX, 160pp plus 8pp 'Prospectus' and adverts at end, some cont. news cuttings on C.S. Parnell &amp; The Irish Party tipped down on front and end loose blanks etc., uncut, recent boards. (1)</td>
<td>€100 - 150</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps: Hull (Edward) Geological Map of Ireland. large fold. hand coloured linen backed map, published by Ed. Stanford, Lond. 1878. approx... in orig. slip case, approx. 40&quot; x 31&quot; (102cms x 79cms); also Frasers Travelling Map of Ireland, showing all the Towns, Lakes, Rivers, Roads and Railways, with .. Railway Stations and other Important Places. Lg. fold. cold. linen backed map, approx... engraved A. Hay, Edinburgh and published Dublin 1875, cloth case, approx. 30&quot; x 23&quot; (76cms x 59cms). As maps, w.a.f. Good. (2)</td>
<td>€300 - 400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co. Roscommon; Weld (Isaac) Statistical Survey of the County of Roscommon, ... under Directions of the Royal Dublin Society. 8vo D. 1832. First Edn., lg. fold. hd. cold. map frontis (loose), uncut, orig. cloth. (1)</td>
<td>€300 - 400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Details</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian interest: The New British Province of South Australia or a Description of the Country</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reminiscences of an Adventurous and Chequered Career at Home and at the Antipodes, 2 vols.</td>
<td>Johnstone (Rob.)</td>
<td>Bigger (F.J.) &amp; Crone (J.S.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadow on the Trail, 8vo L. (Harshim Hamilton), Australian Edition 1947, hf. title, cloth (lacks d.j.); Sutherland (George)</td>
<td>The South Australian Company</td>
<td>Bax (Clifford)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Son of St. Patrick, Memoir of Father Michael Bergin S.J., 8vo, L. (Talbot Press) 1932, photo</td>
<td>Doyle (A. Conan)</td>
<td>Barrett (M.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StoW (J.P.) South Africa: It's History etc., 8vo Second, Adelaide 1884, illus., hf. mor.</td>
<td>F.)</td>
<td>Cura (H. H.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Haste - The Letters of Michael Collins and Other P. Lynch.</td>
<td>Kitty Kiernan; 8vo D. 1983, cloth &amp; d.j., as a lot, w.a.f. (8)</td>
<td>Florence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes on the Flora of the United States, from the 399 (500), all orig. cloth backed boards, worn.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Front loose blank inscribed 'Evelyn Gleeson 1912. T.e.g. in fine full tooled calf mor. (1)</td>
<td>Kavanagh (A.H.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Inscribed Pres. Copy, signed by both Editors.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travellers Directory of Ireland</td>
<td>J.M.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Return of Sherlock Holmes, 8vo N.Y. (McClure, Phillips &amp; co.) 1905, First U.S. Edition, decor. cloth; Under Drake's Flag, 8vo L. (Blackie &amp; Co.), n.d., illus., cloth; Bonnie Prince Charlie, L. (Blackie &amp; Co.) n.d., illus., cloth and one other by the same author, as a lot, w.a.f. (4)</td>
<td>£160 - 220</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Illustrated Cider with Rosie, 8vo L. (The Cider with Rosie, Ltd.) 1973, Ltd. Edn., d.w. Good.</td>
<td>£150 - 200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remarks on the Limitation of Actions Bill and the Constitution Bill, L. n.d.</td>
<td>£80 - 120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Celta: Bertrand (M. Alex.) &amp; Reinach (M. Salomon) Les Celtes des vos Valler du Po et du Danube, roy 8vo Paris 1894. First Edn., illus. thro.-out, cont. hf. crimson mor.; Hubert (Henri) Les Celtes et l'Expansion Celtique = Jusqu'à l'époque de la Tene, 8vo Paris 1932. plts. &amp; illus., qtr. mor. Both Scarce, and nice copies.</td>
<td>£80 - 120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Lecture...</td>
<td>Bigger (F.J.) &amp; Crone (J.S.)</td>
<td>Barrett (M.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As I Walked Out one Midsummer Morning, 8vo L. 1969, cloth &amp; d.j.; A Moment of War, 8vo L. 1991, cloth &amp; d.j.; The Illustrated Cider with Rosie, lg. 4to, L. 1984, illus. decor. cloth, as a lot, w.a.f. (4)</td>
<td>£80 - 100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>€80 - €140</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Keys of the Kingdom, 8vo D. 1917, First; Songs of Peace, 8vo L. 1942, The Keys of the Kingdom, 8vo D. 1917, First; Songs of Peace, 8vo L. 1942,</td>
<td>€130 - 180</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as a lot, w.a.f. (5)</td>
<td>€120 - 170</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reminiscences of an Adventurous and Chequered Career at Home and at the Antipodes, 2 vols.</td>
<td>Johnstone (Rob.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Front loose blank inscribed 'Evelyn Gleeson 1912. T.e.g. in fine full tooled calf mor. (1)</td>
<td>Kavanagh (A.H.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Inscribed Pres. Copy, signed by both Editors.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travellers Directory of Ireland</td>
<td>J.M.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Return of Sherlock Holmes, 8vo N.Y. (McClure, Phillips &amp; co.) 1905, First U.S. Edition, decor. cloth; Under Drake's Flag, 8vo L. (Blackie &amp; Co.), n.d., illus., cloth; Bonnie Prince Charlie, L. (Blackie &amp; Co.) n.d., illus., cloth and one other by the same author, as a lot, w.a.f. (4)</td>
<td>£160 - 220</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Illustrated Cider with Rosie, 8vo L. (The Cider with Rosie, Ltd.) 1973, Ltd. Edn., d.w. Good.</td>
<td>£150 - 200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remarks on the Limitation of Actions Bill and the Constitution Bill, L. n.d.</td>
<td>£80 - 120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Celta: Bertrand (M. Alex.) &amp; Reinach (M. Salomon) Les Celtes des vos Valler du Po et du Danube, roy 8vo Paris 1894. First Edn., illus. thro.-out, cont. hf. crimson mor.; Hubert (Henri) Les Celtes et l'Expansion Celtique = Jusqu'à l'époque de la Tene, 8vo Paris 1932. plts. &amp; illus., qtr. mor. Both Scarce, and nice copies.</td>
<td>£80 - 120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As I Walked Out one Midsummer Morning, 8vo L. 1969, cloth &amp; d.j.; A Moment of War, 8vo L. 1991, cloth &amp; d.j.; The Illustrated Cider with Rosie, lg. 4to, L. 1984, illus. decor. cloth, as a lot, w.a.f. (4)</td>
<td>£80 - 100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>€80 - €140</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Keys of the Kingdom, 8vo D. 1917, First; Songs of Peace, 8vo L. 1942,</td>
<td>€130 - 180</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as a lot, w.a.f. (5)</td>
<td>€120 - 170</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reminiscences of an Adventurous and Chequered Career at Home and at the Antipodes, 2 vols.</td>
<td>Johnstone (Rob.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Front loose blank inscribed 'Evelyn Gleeson 1912. T.e.g. in fine full tooled calf mor. (1)</td>
<td>Kavanagh (A.H.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Inscribed Pres. Copy, signed by both Editors.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travellers Directory of Ireland</td>
<td>J.M.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Return of Sherlock Holmes, 8vo N.Y. (McClure, Phillips &amp; co.) 1905, First U.S. Edition, decor. cloth; Under Drake's Flag, 8vo L. (Blackie &amp; Co.), n.d., illus., cloth; Bonnie Prince Charlie, L. (Blackie &amp; Co.) n.d., illus., cloth and one other by the same author, as a lot, w.a.f. (4)</td>
<td>£160 - 220</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Illustrated Cider with Rosie, 8vo L. (The Cider with Rosie, Ltd.) 1973, Ltd. Edn., d.w. Good.</td>
<td>£150 - 200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remarks on the Limitation of Actions Bill and the Constitution Bill, L. n.d.</td>
<td>£80 - 120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Celta: Bertrand (M. Alex.) &amp; Reinach (M. Salomon) Les Celtes des vos Valler du Po et du Danube, roy 8vo Paris 1894. First Edn., illus. thro.-out, cont. hf. crimson mor.; Hubert (Henri) Les Celtes et l'Expansion Celtique = Jusqu'à l'époque de la Tene, 8vo Paris 1932. plts. &amp; illus., qtr. mor. Both Scarce, and nice copies.</td>
<td>£80 - 120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As I Walked Out one Midsummer Morning, 8vo L. 1969, cloth &amp; d.j.; A Moment of War, 8vo L. 1991, cloth &amp; d.j.; The Illustrated Cider with Rosie, lg. 4to, L. 1984, illus. decor. cloth, as a lot, w.a.f. (4)</td>
<td>£80 - 100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>€80 - €140</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Keys of the Kingdom, 8vo D. 1917, First; Songs of Peace, 8vo L. 1942,</td>
<td>€130 - 180</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as a lot, w.a.f. (5)</td>
<td>€120 - 170</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
With illustrations by Norah McGuinness


Shirley (E. Philip) Some Account of English Directories, thick roy 8vo, L. 1812. Engd. title, lg. fold. map frontis., & 3 lg. fold. maps, lacks fold. map, cont. calf. (2) €100 - 150

1921 & 1923: Mac Caba (Alasdair)ed. TAthar Eoghan, Buidhe, Irish Missal, L. 2009, First, soft back, Signed by author. (6) €120 - 180

Hamel (Rev. Wm.) Letters concerning the Northern Coast of County of Antrim, 8vo D. 1790. First Edn., lg. fold. map frontis., & 3 lg. fold. plts. & engd. text illus., cont. hf. calf. (1) €70 - 120


Dublin Exhibition: Irish International Exhibition, Dublin 1907 - Fine Art Catalogue, 8vo D. (Helys Ltd) 1907. First Edn., (142)pp plus adverts etc., recent quarter calf, mor. label, with orig. boards bound in. A v. good copy. (1) €180 - 240

Fine Illustrations by Thos. Bewick


Irish Texts Society: Mc Grath (Rev. M.)ed. The Manuscript Chronicles - Volume One, 8vo N.Y. 2006, all cloth and d.j., as a lot. (3) €80 - 120


Music Interest: Lennon (John) A Spaniard in the Works, sm. 4to L. (Jonathan Cape) 1965, First, illus, decor. boards; Lennon (Cynthia) John, Bvo L. 2005, signed, illus., cloth & d.j.; Dylan (Bob) Chronicles - Volume One, 8vo N.Y. 2004, cloth & d.j., as a lot. (3) €80 - 120


1921; & 2 others. (5)


Dublin Exhibition: Irish International Exhibition, Dublin 1907 - Fine Art Catalogue, 8vo D. (Helys Ltd) 1907. First Edn., (142)pp plus adverts etc., recent quarter calf, mor. label, with orig. boards bound in. A v. good copy. (1) €180 - 240

Fine Illustrations by Thos. Bewick


Modern Irish Poetry: Kavanagh (Patrick) Collected Prose, Bvo L. 1973, & others include. sim. James Liddy, Paul Durcan, Mark Roper, Derek Mahon, Pat Boran, John Montague etc. As a lot, w.a.f. (1) €80 - 120

American Interest: Orwell (George) Nineteen Eighty Four, 8vo N.Y. (Harcourt) 1949, cloth (lacks d.j.); Fowles (John) The French Lieutenant's Woman, 8vo B. 1969, cloth & decor. d.j.; Williams (T.) Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, 8vo L. (Secler & Warbug) 1955; Hemingway, (Ernest) For Whom the Bell Tolls, Bvo N.Y. (Charles Scriber & Sons) 1940, First Us Edition cloth (lacks d.j.); two variant editions of Moveable Feast; True at First Light, 8vo L. 1999, cloth and d.j. As a lot, w.a.f. (7) €300 - 400

English Directories


Shirley (E. Philip) Same Account of English Deer Parks, 4to L. 1867. First Edn., frontis, title in red & black, illus. thro-out, orig. gilt decor. cloth. Good. (1) €90 - 140


Co. Cork: Harvey (Dr. J.R.), Humphreys (J.D.) & Power (Dr. T.) Contributions towards a Fauna and Flora of the County of Cork, 8vo L. & Cork (Geo. Purcell) 1845, First Edn., title in fac-simile, otherwise complete, cloth backed boards. Rare. (1) €80 - 120

Co. Cork: Harvey (Dr. J.R.), Humphreys (J.D.) & Power (Dr. T.) Contributions towards a Fauna and Flora of the County of Cork, 8vo L. & Cork (Geo. Purcell) 1845, First Edn., title in fac-simile, otherwise complete, cloth backed boards. Rare. (1) €80 - 120
**Fine Attractive Set**

**Special Limited Edition of 25 Copies**

**Cigar Ephemera**
A scarce and extensive collection of original Cuban cigar labels and wrappers, many with illustrated portraits, most loosely mounted, in seven folio albums, and with other larger items, loosely inserted, including a group of original photographs of Fidel Castro & Che Guevara. A colourful and interesting collection. As a lot, w.a.f. (1) €150 - 200

**Imperfect**
Irons not stated

**Inscribed Presentation Copies**

**Inscribed Presentation Copies**


900 **Bibliography:** Best (R.L.) Bibliography of Irish Philology and of Printed Irish Literature, roy 8vo D. (Nat. Library of Ireland) 1913; also Bibliography of Irish Philology and Manuscript Literature, roy 8vo D. 1942. Both First Edns., & full buckram. (2) €80 - 120


902 **Periodical:** Studia Hibernica, No. 1 - 31, together 31 nos, roy 8vo D. 1961-2001, an unbroken run, Nos. 1 - 30 bound in 14 vols. blue cloth, red labels, No. 31 in orig. ptd. boards as issued. As a periodical, w.a.f. A very clean set. (15) €150 - 200

903 Sexton (Eric H.L.) Irish Figure Sculptures of the Early Christian Period, A Descriptive and Bibliographical List. Sm. folio Portland, Maine 1946. First Edn., Illus.: Henry (F.) Irish High Crosses, 4to D. 1964, cloth; Fleming (J.S.) The Town-Wall Fortifications of Ireland, 4to Paisley 1914; Leask (H.G.) Irish Castles and Castellated Houses, Dundalk 1946; & 1 other. (5) €60 - 90

904 **Illustrated Books:** Chesterton (G.K.) The Coloured Lands, 4to L. (Sheed & Ward) 1938, First, cold. pict. d.w.; Dawson (Lucy) Neighbours, 4to L. (Collins) 1946, First, 12 cold. illus. of dogs, pict. d.w.; Rossetti (Dante Gabriel) The Blessed Damozel, sm. folio L. n.d. First, illus. by Kenyon Cox; B.B.’s Fairy Book Meeting Hill, 4to L. 1948, cold. & other illus. by D.J. Watkins Pitchford, cloth; Augustus John Drawings, ed. by Lillian Browne, sm. folio L. 1942; & other Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam, 1904. As a lot, (6) €100 - 150


908 **Celtic Art:** Fox (Sir Cyril) Pattern and Purpose, A Survey of Early Celtic Art in Britain. 4to Cardiff 1958, d.w.; The Treasure of Irish Art 1500 B.C. - 1500 A.D., folio N. York 1977; & 5 others. (7) €45 - 80

Information for Buyers

Paddle Bidding
If the purchaser is attending the auction in person they must register for a paddle prior to the auction. Please allow sufficient time for the registration process.

Live Bidding
Please note that live bidding is available via the saleroom.com. This service incurs a surcharge of 5% levied by the live auction host and chargeable on the hammer price in addition to the buyer’s premium. The auctioneer advises all prospective buyers that live auctions are subject to technical issues that are beyond the control of the auctioneers and as such the auctioneer cannot guarantee the accuracy of bids placed online. Absentee bidding and telephone bidding are available as an alternative to live bidding and does not incur any additional surcharge to the buyer. Issues relating to live bidding including initial registration should be addressed directly by the purchaser with the live auction host.

Absentee Bidding
Absentee bids must be received no later than 5pm on Tuesday, March 10th, 2020. Any bids received after this deadline cannot be guaranteed. If you are bidding with us for the first time then please contact our office for guidelines on registration.

Telephone Bidding
Telephone bidding is available on lots with a pre-sale estimate of €500 or more. Registration for telephone bidding ends at 5pm on Tuesday, March 10th, 2020. (Bids will not be accepted day of sale.) Any requests for telephone bidding received after this deadline may not be processed. It would be advisable to leave a maximum covering bid in case we are not able to contact you by telephone.

Condition Reports and Image Requests
We recommend that the buyer views the item(s) in person prior to the auction, or have a representative view the item(s) on their behalf. The Auctioneer will endeavour to make certain observations on the condition of items but the buyer is reminded that the condition report is based on opinion and should not be taken as a statement of fact.
All requests for condition reports and/or additional images of lots in this sale must be received no later than 5pm Friday, March 6th, 2020. Any requests received after this deadline will not be entertained. We cannot guarantee that all such requests received will be answered by the sale day.
All measurements are given height before width and are approximate.
Fonsie Mealy Auctioneers reserve the right to withdraw or adjust any lot prior to the auction without notice. Any such lots so affected will be announced on the auction day.
Fonsie Mealy Auctioneers reserve the right to control and determine the bidding increments, whether by telephone, online or in the room.

Contact Details For Viewing and Sale Days
087-2751361 / 087-2027759
info@fonsiemealy.ie

Collection
All items purchased must be collected from the sale venue by 8pm on Wednesday, March 11th. All items will be removed to Castlecomer after 8pm on Wednesday, March 11th, for collection at our show rooms in Castlecomer, Co. Kilkenny, at the purchaser’s own risk and expense.

 Buyers Conditions
Buyers are reminded that there is a 23% V.A.T. inclusive premium payable on the final bid price for each lot. The Auctioneers are always pleased to advise clients and to execute bids on their behalf, but if successful, the purchase price payable will be the final bid price and the V.A.T. inclusive premium of 23% chargeable thereon. Bids must always be made or confirmed in writing or by fax, reference being made to each sale through the code names on the title page of each catalogue. To ensure that bids will be accepted and that delivery of Lots is not delayed, intending Buyers should supply bank or other suitable references to the Auctioneers prior to the auction. The references should be supplied in good time to be taken up before the sale. Bids are accepted in Euro only.

N.B. Payment by: Cash, guaranteed cheques, wire transfer (contact accounts@fonsiemealy.ie), debit or credit card (mastercard/visa & subject to 3% surcharge, for payments outside the EU. All Cheques or Drafts to be made payable to “Fonsie Mealy Auctioneers”). Third Party Cheques or Drafts will not be accepted as payment for lots purchased.

Terms used in this catalogue have the meanings ascribed to them below.

Abbreviations
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